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Manning Leads Colts To
Super Bowl, Earns MVP
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Soybean
Promotion
Day to be
held Thurs.

Community
remembers
Dr. Lowry
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Dr. C.C. Lowry never had a beeper or cell
phone. Yet he was always available.
While remembering "Dr. L" as a mentor,
teacher and friend, stories of his availability and
generosity came easily to Dr. Craig Dowdy.
Although he never carried any
communication
high-tech
device, hospital nurses knew
how to reach him should a
patient request him and his colleagues knew he'd be by his
office to go through mail once
he stopped seeing patients regularly.
"He was the doctor, the surgeon for the first 20 years of his
Lowry
practice here," Dowdy said this
morning at West Kentucky
Surgical Inc., the practice that still includes
Lowry's name as an emeritus surgeon.'limes
were different back then. He took care of the
emergency room before there were doctors
there."
After a prolonged illness, the 88-year-old
Lowry died Sunday at his Westgate Drive home.
He is survived by his wife, Betty, and their two
children.(See Obituaries, Page 3A).
Born in Oldham County as Conie Crittenden
Lowry, he later moved to Princeton, where he
graduated in 1936 from Butler High School. He
went on to the University of Kentucky and later
attended Vanderbilt University's medical
school.
After deciding to pursue the surgery specialty, World War 11 interrupted his studies. He
served stateside as an Army surgeon at Fort
Crockett and Fort Hood in Texas. After
Vanderbilt, he went on to finish his medical
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Cost of runoff
election is a
concern for
Ky. counties
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
With seven candidates running in the
Democratic primary for governor and three
among Republicans, the chance of a runoff
should no one candidate get 40 percent of the
vote is very possible and could cost Calloway
and other counties across the state tens of thousands of dollars.
However Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey Jr. said Friday that he hopes the state
General Assembly will be willing to change a
1992 law that would require a runoff 35 days
after the election should the leaders poll numbers come in below the minimum.
"It would save Calloway County a lot of
money," he said.
Coursey said a runoff in Calloway County
would require recruiting and then paying 120
precinct officers $95 per day - $11,400. Other
expenses include paying voting machine programmers.
—That's just to get people to show up and
then you would also have to the added expense
of equipment; two types of voting machines,
and all the stuff that goes into that. So it would
be a good $10,000 to $15,000."
Coursey said there would also be the psychological strain of organizing another election for
deputy clerks that are not paid overtime.
'There's also the amount of work that goes
into it," he said. "That's got it's own cost
because every hour you spend working on the

See Page 2A
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Jeff Stewart, a member of First Baptist Church here, and others were busy shoveling snow and ice off the
church's parking lot before members arrived for services Sunday morning. The area received around two
inches of snow overnight, offering a surprise when folks woke up Sunday morning.

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Many residents of the area were startled to find another light snowfall on the ground Sunday morning, but
according to David Blanchard, a forecaster with the
National Weather Service in Paducah, it was not that
much of a surprise to them.
"The forecast had originally called for some snow, but
then it was updated to a snow advisory later on," he said.
"We were onginally looking at mostly flurries since it
was not an overly impressive event at the start."
He said forecast models from the previous day had

showed only little signs of snow activity, but by 4 p.m. it
was changing and snow accumulation was anticipated
around one inch.
"At that point it appeared some areas would even get
two inches or more of snowfall. That's when we went to
a snow advisory. That was around 1:30 a.m.," he added.
"On a more unusual note, this was a very, very dry
snow. It's not common to have this type snowfall in our
area. Watad very cold temperatures and a very low dew
point. That meant there was very little moisture in the

•See Page 2A

Fletcher, Northup square off at dinner
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Onetime allies Ernie Fletcher and Anne
Northup met as adversaries Saturday
night at a Republican dinner featuring a trio of gubernatorial candidates,
who appealed for support in a polite
prelude to what looms as a hardfought campaign.
Along with Billy Harper, the third
candidate in the May 22 primary, the
three rivals stressed their credentials
and avoided any direct attacks
against each other while speaking to
more than 1,500 Republicans attending the Lincoln Day Dinner.
Even with presidential hopeful

Mitt Romney's appearance, the comments by the gubernatorial candidates were the main course to an
evening of speeches in which appeals
for post-primary party unity became
a theme.
The event marked the first time all
three GOP gubernatorial candidates
attended the same event, giving them
a prime opportunity to make impressions on Republican activists from
across Kentucky.
Fletcher, the incumbent governor
whose term has been marred by an
investigation into his administration's hiring practices, said his
accomplishments make him descry
ing of another term.

'I'm not perfect, but believe me.
I've been effective and that's why
we'll be successful.* said Fletcher,

•See Page 2A

MSU News Bureau
Infortnative speakers, talented musicians, tasty food and
door prizes galore are all part of
the impressive slate of events
visitors can expect to find at the
third annual Soybean Promotion
Day coming Thursday to the
Murray State University Curris
Center.
-sponsored by
The event is co
the MSU school of agriculture
and the Kentucky Soybean
Promotion Board as a way to
promote public awareness and
involve area soybean farmers,
farm retail dealers and agribusinesses, MSU agriculture faculty,
staff and students in a series of
activities to help them better
understand the complexity of
production, marketing, processing and usage of soybean products.
Award winning broadcaster
Jeff Nalley will kick off the
noon luncheon and serve as
master of ceremonies. Past presNational
the
of
ident
of
Farm
Association
Broadcasters, Nalley is farm
director for the Cromwell A*
Network that serves fanners in
Illinois. Indiana and Kentucky.
Dr. Lowell Catlett, regent's
professor at New Mexico State
University, will not only provide
the
keynote
address at the
luncheon, but
will lead two
information
sessions during
the afternoon.
Catlett is noted
as an exciting
futurist whose
knowledge of
Catlett
technologies
and their implications on the ways that we
might live and work in the future
is addressed in his varied and
upbeat presentations.
Following Catlett will be
David Hurley, president of
Hurley and Associates. Inc..
who will present a marketing
focus during the next info session. A graduate of Murray State
University, Hurley has gained
nearly 20 years of practical
experience in assisting grain and
livestock producers across the
country protect profits through a
system of financial analysis,
.sound planning and disciplined
marketing.
The sessions will conclude
with a follow-up on another hot
topic that not Only affects farmers but oil consumers across the
nation. Travis Henshaw of
Union County Biodiesel will
update participants on the growing use of biodiesel and what to
expect in the future for biodiesel
State
Murray
products.
University kicked off the first
Soybean Promotion Day in 2004
with a big announcement that all
machinery operated by the
school of agriculture was being
fueled by biodiesel.
Grand Ole Opry star Mike
Snider will close out the day's
activities with a performance at
4:30 p.m. A native and resident
of Gleason, Tenn.. Snider is
known across the entertainment
field for his incredible wit and
banjo picking.
He has been featured on
TNN's Nashville Now, and
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From Front
whose voice WaS Idled with
emotion during his speech
Fletcher took credit tor a
state tax overhaul that lett most
Kentuckians paying less in
income taxes and took 500,01.10
of the state's poorest on tax
rolls. He said more Kentuckians
are working, more roads have
been built and lives have been
saved, thanks it) a mandatory
seatbelt law that he supported
Fletcher expressed 4contidence that he'll win the pnmary
and retain his ()nice in
November.
Picking up on her early c am
paign theme. Nlohup said she
carries the tiOP's best chance
for victor) against Democrats in
November
"The three of us stand before
you not as hitter enemies. hut
rather as members of the same
party who all share the same
to retain control of the
goal
this
governor's
ton it. e
November." Northup said "It
would make little sense tor us to
choose a nominee who has cum
all!, no chance ot winning in the
tall
Northup emphasued her sup
port for core Republican princi
ples ti a speech she used as an
intorduc non

Republicans from outside the
Louisville area She served five
terms as a congresswoman in the
;rd District, which serves Main before being
louisville.
I),
defeated last November
"I do belies e government
must play a role in improving
our state, hut I don't believe it
should he the lead role,"
Northup said "I believe that
government works hest when It
mart ow ly
and
is smaller
toy used "
Harper. a Paducah businessdrew applause when he
Man
invoked (An' icon Ronald
Reagann s so called ' I th commandment' against speaking ill
tit fellow Republicans
"41e are going to MU a post
Ii Sc campaign and I ask iiiy
opponents to do likewise.'
Ilarpc.r said
Harper suessed the need to
improve educatnqi to create a
more skilled labut juice lie
complained that Kentucky has
heen content with "baby steps"
In advancing education
- Vve must raise the bar."
Harper said Ake must expect
kids where we
more from
'A.1,111.11%1

it

h

kerittick.
alread‘ has
Harper v.I
spent in.'h.' 01411 s million on
said he
114 lit.
Ad,

iii

would put his business expertise
to work creating more jobs. He
also called for an end to "pork"
spending.
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning, RKy., was among those who
stressed party unity at the event.
"I know we'll rally behind
whoever we nominate in May,"
said Bunning, who had previously endorsed Northup and on
Saturday called her "best-suitedl
to lead the state.
Kentucky's senior senator,
Mitch McConnell, said that
whoever is "strong enough" to
win the Republican primary will
claim the governorship in
November.
McConnell, who has refused
to endorse a candidate, teased
the crowd when he said he was
ready to make his endorsement.
lie
then
predicted
the
Indianapolis Colts would win
the Super Bowl.
Just four years ago. Fletcher
was the darling of the state party
in sweeping aside decades of
Republican frustration and winning the governorship. Fletcher
has since been weakened politically by the investigation into
whether his administration illegally rewarded political supporters with state jobs. The governor
maintained the investigation
was politically motivated.

III Cost of ...
From Front
election is an
somebody get a ...al license or a deed let k ,IdCd •
Coursey said he %could!' i usually support
changing the rules at a late date, hi.we'. ci undei
the circumstances it would make sense
"I don't like changing things once the game has
started," he said "But people typically tell me that
when they vote in the primary that is when then
voice is heard on the first pail it it and thell it ie
will (10 the General I {colon later I here •s really
tor sonic rcpe ot a
not that big ot art
ninon "
Many other ...omit\ lerks act:is. Kentucky are
' LOC IMMIlakt11 to IC% Oke the pro%
also urging ,
sion in the electum l,uw. a.ciiiding to an
Associated Press report ear het this week
Most reportedb. %icss the estimated
Lost statewide as an a‘oidahle expense. ini.ludim!
('taint!,('kik I )ebbie .11.41C`.. V. tit, pointed tqlt
that counties would have to pa v (Ai VCR C111 it S
ttnilhion of the cost
-Thais itionc, 111.11 ,ould he used I., pa‘c
s
roads,- Jones said, pointing out that it

It eof I ounty about $75,000_ "It's a big expense to
tic..tate and to the county that is unnecessary."
II \\ C% CI law makers reportedly haven't discuss
.harwirl,,7 the law and Gov. Ernie Fletcher, who
also will lace two opponents in the Republican
primary. hasn't taken a position on the issue. He
,m1 he would support whatever lawmakers decide
rAI It, act.lading to the .AP report
Howe% er House Speaker Jody Richards, who
is seeking the Democratic nomination for gover[WI, has said he lavirrs eliminating the runoff.
Secretary ot State Trey Grayson said he is
av.are that local officials are concerned about the
cost and would rather see the runoff eliminated.
Senate President David Williams told the AP that
he has never been a tan of the runoff, but that he
has heard sentiment among lawmakers not to
change the prt iv ision in an election year.
Williams said he has no position on the issue.
-I could use with it either way." he said.
In ge ('mints Clerk Wanda Thomas told the AP
a nitwit yowl.] cause logistical problems and an
unexpected expense of about $20,000.
-1'‘e alicady started worrying about it," she
said in the report

•

convenience
Medical care when you need it.
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From Front
training at Kennedy Veterans
Administration Hospital in
Memphis, Tenn., before joining
the MCCH medical staff in
1952.
Lowry stopped performing
surgeries in the fall of 2002, but
he still assisted his colleagues
with theirs. In addition to
Dowdy, Dr. David Koelsch and
Dr. Brian Swain make up the
surgical practice housed in the
County
Murray-Calloway.
Hospital Medical Arts Building.
"Anyone can operate. He was
a gentleman surgeon," Dowdy
said. "He always had time for
one more patient."
When MCCH officials began
construction on the Medical Arts
Building in 1977, Lowry was
among the board members who
helped plan the project. He also
served on the Murray City
Council from l976-87 and
Murray Independent Schools
Board of Education and was
active at First United Methodist
Church. Earlier in his career, he
also was involved in the
Kentucky Medical Association,
for which he served as a board
member.
In
1976. the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce named him the
Citizen of the Year. And a city
street off North Fourth Street is
named in his honor.
Along with his generosity, he
was professional. Not known for
chatting. Dowdy said Lowry.
often spoke in half sentences.
Still, those words inspired
Dowdy to pursue a surgical
career after Lowry took an interest in the then-college student
orderly.
And he continued teaching
long after Dowdy hand his doe-
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Ledger file photo
Dr. C.C. Lowry, with wife Betty, is show cutting the ribbon to
open the 2003 Freedom Fest at the Regional Special Events
Center on June 26, 2003. Dr. Lowry served as the parade's
grand marshal that year.
torate in hand.
"He'd seen one of everything." Dowdy said of Lowry.
"He was a walking surgery
encyclopedia."
Freed Curd, a former state
representative and
Murray.
mayor, considered Lowry a
friend from their days together
in the local Lions Club. Plus the
surgeon removed Curd's appendix and gall bladder years ago

when surgery involved more
cutting that it does today.
"He was a great person. One
thing I remember about him, he
wouldn't take more money than
the insurance would pay." Curd
said. "... (People will rememberb the generosity of him to
give himself to the community'
He was very good man, a verv
giving person."
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•Snow makes ...
From Front
snow," Blanchard explained. "We had a lot more
snow with very little moisture in it. This was actually a quite high amount of snow for such little
moisture."
Blanchard said because it was such a dry snow.
the snow evaporated very quickly.
"1 have to say it was an interesting event and it
got our attention." he noted.
He said generally the western Kentucky area
consisting of the far eastern Jackson Purchase
region to the Pennyrile area got the most snow on
Sunday.
According to Keith Todd, public information
officer for District One and District Two with the
Kentucky Department of Transportation in
Reidland, crews were out after midnight across the
region clearing paths through the snow and ice.
"Overnight cold temperatures somewhat
reduced the effectiveness of salt and calcium chloride in efforts to melt the snow that blanketed the
region," he reported.
Todd said Sunday morning that the initial forecast called for a trace to less than one inch ot snow
overnight. "While most of the region was hit by.
about an inch. several District One counties had
up to three inches or more in spots. Parts of
Hickman. Graves. McCracken and Marshall counties had the largest accumulations," he said.
Caldwell, Christian, Hopkins and Muhlenberg
counties in District Two reported one-plus inches
of snow with the other District Two counties
reporting about one inch, he added.
Jodie Brooks, Calloway County Road
Department supervisor, was out of the office this
morning and unavailable for comment. Mary Beth
Hays, office manager with the road department.
said Brooks did come in to the department Sunday
and called in several drivers.
"They worked from around t a.m, to noon,"
she reported. "They spread cinders and ran graders
during that time."
She said Brooks had noted that by mid-day the
snow was melting quickly and the roads were
becoming clear.
"We weren't really expecting it, but it they
could all be that easy. it would be great." she commented.

From Front
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Young Aidan Walker makes some tracks in
the Sunday snow before much of it evaporated by the afternoon.
The current forecast from the National Weather
Service in Paducah calls for mostly cloudy skies
with highs reaching the 40s Tuesday before dropping into the 20s that night along with a 20 percent
chance of rain or snow in the evening.
Mostly cloudy skies are forecast for the
remainder of the week with temperatures in the
31K and 20s.
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appeared for seven years as a
regular character on the syndicated television show "Hee
Haw."
Soybean Promotion Day
begins with registration at II .30
a.m. All activities will be on the
third level of the Curris Center,
Tony Brannon, dean of the
school of agriculture, said it is
part of the mission of the university and school of agnculture to
provide support for the regional
industry. "Farmers in the
Purchase, Pennyrile and Green
River areas are vital contributors
to the production of soybeans in
Kentucky," Brannon said.
"Specifically. Calloway County
produces over 1.7 million
bushels with a gross return of
$10 million dollars. This is a
significant industry in our county, region and state.

"The third annual Soybean
Pronurtion Day is one way that
Murray's school of agriculture
can promote this important segment of our agncultural economy and serve our region along
with our students. It is important
to us that we provide an avenue
like this for our students that
will provide interaction and educational opportunities that are
beyond the traditional classroom
walls. We strive to go beyond
the standard and offer our students a true education rather
than just a degree. This is another in a long list of service and
educational opportunities that
we offer our region and our students."
Brannon also applauds the
Kentucky Soybean Promotion
Board for offering funding support
to
make
Soybean
Promotion Day possible.
Persons may call 809-3556

to make reservations. The first
200 people to RSVP for the
luncheon and seminars will
receive a free ticket to the MSU
vs. EKU basketball game on
Thursday evening at the
Regional Special Events Center.
A reception hosted by the
Murray Chamber of Commerce
Business After Hours will be
held for area soybean growers in
Concourse D at 6:30 p.m. prior
to the game's tip-off at 7:30.
Student representatives of the
Agriculture Leadership Council
and Ag Ambassadors will assist.
KSA T-shirts will be distributed
to fans during the game and
there will be a game ball presentation made dunng the half-time
introduction of soybean industry
leaders.
For more information contact
the MSU school of agriculture at
809-3556 or visit the website at
httize//www.murraystate.edu/agr/
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Obituaries
Dr. C.C.(Crit) Lowry
Dr. C.C.(Crit) Lowry, 88, Westgate Drive, Murray, died Sunday.
Feb. 4, 2007, at 2:10 p.m. at his home.
His death followed an extended illness.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Modena Outland
Mrs. Modena Outland, 89, Utterback Road, Murray, died today,
Monday, Feb. 5, 2007, at 4:15 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Lynn Gray Robinson
Lynn Gray Robinson, 59, Kirksey-Ahno Road, Murray, died
Saturday, Feb. 3, 2007, at 7 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
He was a member of Kirksey United Methodist Church, Temple
Hill Lodge 0276 of Free and Accepted Masons. Scottish Rite and
Shriners.
Born March 22, 1947, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Herschel Lee Robinson and Mary Helen Williams Robinson.
Also preceding him in death were one sister, Frances Gibson, and
one brother, Walter Robinson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Phyllis Ezell Robinson, to whom
he was married July 23, 1965; one daughter, Mrs. Lisa Aeschliman
and husband, Rick, Corona, Calif.; two sons, Patrick Robinson and
wife, Lori, and Brad Robinson and wife, Deanna, all of Murray; six
grandchildren, Lindsey and Abby Aeschliman, Corona, and Shelby,
Jake, Halley and Chaney Robinson, all of Murray; four brothers,
Edwin Robinson, James Robinson and Larry Robinson, all of
Murray, and Billy Robinson, St. Louis, Mo.; six sisters, Mrs. Mary
Rimer, Mayfield, Mrs. Winona Williams and Mrs. Nell Olmstead,
both of Murray, Mrs. Dortha Phelps, Benton, Ms. Rosetta Gibson.
Florida, and Mrs. Wanda Jones, Missouri.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Mark Earheart will officiate.
Oneida White will be pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Jason Robinson, Charles Robinson, Ricky
Alexander, Fred Gillum, Mark Flood and Chris Smith. Burial will
follow in the Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday
with a Masonic service at 7:30 p.m.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the St. Jude Children's
Hospital, 501 St. Jude Place, Memphis, TN 38105 or the American
Diabetes Association.

Mrs. Lorene D. Madrey
The funeral for Mrs. Lorene D. Madrey will be Wednesday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Gene Burkeen
will officiate. Burial will follow in the South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 2
to 7 p.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the
American Cancer Society. do Pat Latimer. P.O.
Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Madrey, 90, Farmington Hills, Mich.,
died Thursday. Feb. 1, 2007, at West Wind
Health Center, Commerce Township, Mich.
Her husband, John Madrey, one daughter,
Gloria Madrey, one sister, Hawteen Smith, and
Madrey
one grandson, Jamie Madrey, all preceded her in
death. Born March 2, 1916, she was the daughter of the late Van
Fulton and Nettie Parker Fulton.
She was of Methodist faith.
Survivors include two sons, William (Max) Madrey, Farmington
Hills, and John Madrey, Waterford, Mich.; two daughters, Mrs.
Linda Palmer and husband, Don, Venus, Fla., and Mrs. Myrna
OBessey and husband. Dale, Whitimore, Mich.; two sisters, Mrs.
Carlene Dick. Michigan, and Mrs. Polly Hanaford, Arizona; one
brother, Willis Fulton, Paducah; five grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.
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Florida tornado victims seek
solace in wreckage of church
LADY LAKE, Fla. (AP) Though Elden Jefferson's concrete block home had suffered
roof and wall damage that needed his attention, he and his wife
felt the need to go to church _
what was left of it.
The Jeffersons were among
the 100 people who gathered at
the wreckage of the Lady Lake
Church of God for a Sunday
service, three days after tornadoes killed 20 people and
destroyed hundreds of homes.
'We felt this is where we
needed to be today for ourselves, for other people, for this
church,' Jefferson said. The
Rev. Larry Lynn preached from
a makeshift wooden platform
where a broken cross was
propped up next to an American
flag.
"We grieve with you and
there will be days that life will
wear you down," Lynn said.
"But life does go on and we're
here to help you pull it together.
Don't let bitterness set in."
A gospel choir sang and
clapped on the makeshift stage
under sunny skies.
'It's sad because, you know,
you think 'Next Sunday, I'm
going to go to church, but it's not
there any more.' But the building
can be replaced. We still have
the family of people," said Joy
Newton, 53, whose home in The
Villages retirement community
nearby escaped damage.
Gov. Charlie Crist, handling
his first natural disaster since
taking office last month, also
attended Sunday's service. He
canceled plans to attend
Sunday's Super Bowl in Miami,
which included a pre-game
moment of silence in memory of
the storm's victims.
Crist said the Federal
Management
Emergency
Agency had kept its promise to
help quickly, unlike its tardy
response as New Orleans slid

AP

Larry Lynn, pastor of the Lady Lake Church of God, leads services in front of his destroyed
church in Lady Lake, Fla., Sunday. The church was destroyed when this rural area was hit hard
by three tornadoes Friday that killed 20 people and destroyed hundreds of homes.
into chaos after Hurricane
Katrina.
"From a Florida perspective,
they are fixed. They've done
great work," Crist told CNN on
Monday.
President Bush has designated Lake, Sumter, Seminole and
Volusia counties as disaster
areas eligible for millions of dollars in aid and loans. Early estimates showed at least $68 million in property losses and about
1,300 homes and buildings damaged or destroyed in Lake:
Sumter and Volusia counties.
FEMA and state emergency
managers opened a disaster
recovery center Sunday near
Lady Lake to hand out aid and

provide counseling. About 200
FEMA workers were in the area.
spokesman James McIntyre
said. The agency sent emergency supplies such as generators, water, tarps, but the state
also had its own inventory.
About 50 National Guard
troops, residents and volunteers
helped with the cleanup. The
Salvation Army had mobile canteens to provide counseling and
meals to residents and rescue
workers. More than 50 low -risk
uniformed jail inmates helped
remove debris.
Lynn Whitehead cried as she
salvaged items from the ruined.
blue home she and her husband
Billy had lived in for 28 years. A

volunteer construction creo
nailed tarps over the rapirw
holes in their root
Family mecuber, hlOtighi
chain saws and tractors to cat
down trees and clear debris that
had fallen on the home. where
the Whiteheads and their tive
young grandchildren rode 0111
the storm huddled in the hatft
room.
For SO iliany people to gis C
their time and ettiirt tot people
they don't even know there really are some good'ryople ml
there." Lynn Whitehead said
Use seen the COMillUtlil% e,'me
together like you wouldn't
bel te se."'

Couple charged with faking son's cancer.

BEAVER DAM, Ky.(AP)- trampoline the day after he was medicating her son in an inter- Jordan in occasionally was pin::
view on Thursday with the chased because the boy would
A western Kentucky couple was said to have had brain surgery.
"Just before Christmas. Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer. sometimes "just fall asleep
charged with abuse and decepSharon Sheets said she start
tion for allegedly shaving their (Sharon) called the pastor and Sheets, who is in the Ohio
child's head and having him said her son was in stage IV can- County Detention Center, told ed lying to friends when she told
medicated so they could receive cer and the only surgery he can the newspaper that the boy them a doctor said there ociT
donations for his "cancer," have is in Seattle." Critchelow would get up in the mornings tumors in her son's ears ,ind thea
said. "Everybody doubted it at and take prescribed medicines they could he malignant Sheert,
police said.
Sharon Ann Sheets, 29, and first but decided to err on the for seizures and sleep apnea by said her son never had ,ancer.
"Yes. I did lie to get monil
Milton A. Sheets IV, 33, of human side. Come to find out. himself. Sheets also defended
Crabs C.!lanoline
shaving her son's head, saying and I'm sorry -- - I lied and skit)
Beaver Dam were accused of they were in Florida."
The funeral for Cratus C. Haneline was Saturday at 1 p.m. in the using their 10-year-old son to
A review of the boy's med- she also shaved the hair off her apologize a million times to tht
chapel of Brown Funeral, Home, Mayfield. Rev, Phillip Reed offici- bilk more than $12,000 in dona- ical history showed one surgery 11-year-old son and her hus- church and will work the rest ol
ated.
tions, Kentucky State Police in September 2005 for an ear band. She said the wheelchair my life to repay them.- Shah
problem, the trooper said. The she would use to transport Jay Sheets said.
Pallbearers were Paul Speed, Howard Dick, Jerry Graham, said.
Trooper Jerry Critchelow boy, Jay Jordan Sheets, was
Anthony Smith. Roger Palmer and Larry Harpole. Burial was in the
said he started investigating allegedly being overmedicated
Bazzell Cemetery in Calloway County.
Why Go
6:06
at
2007,
1,
Feb.
Thursday.
after becoming suspicious of the on prescriptions for seizures and
died
Mayfield,
87,
Haneline,
Mr.
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. He had retired from the family, who attend the same other medical problems to make
Kentucky Highway Department and attended The Remnant Church. church he does. Critchelow said it appear as though he was
Critchelow said.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Virginia Sue Dick church members relayed stories extremely sick.
denied overSheets
Sharon
a
on
jumping
boy
the
seeing
of
Yates,
Euvah
sisters.
three
Haneline, one son, Billy Gerald Haneline,
Commission Rate
Estelle Nance and Odell Dick; and two brothers, Thelmer Haneline
Selling Your Home!
When
Toscoe
and
and Glenn Haneline; two half brothers, Otto Lamb
Lamb. He was the son of the late Joe Haneline and Gladys
Derrington Haneline. Survivors include one son, Bobby Haneline,
Mayfield.
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Investments Since 1854

Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
•Faughn Used Cars

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Klepper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia !Clapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

Physician's Hearing Center
)
t(') IN
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071
(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
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75.06 + 0.09
Air Products
.0.30
....
AT&T,Inc.
42.48 .0.03
BB&T
47.11 pc
Bell South
40.12 - 0.28
Brigri & Stratton
28.55 • 0.09
Bristol Myers Squibb
64.42' 0.83
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp- 74.16 + 0.12
6236 - 0.42
Daimler Chrxsler
44.51 + 0.08
Dean Foods
75.63 + 0.09
Exxon-Mobil
815+0.12
Ford Motor
16.32 + 0.05
General Electric
42.97 - 0.02
General Motors
GlaxoSmithkline ADR -54.95 - 0.86
49.03 + 0.60
Goodrich
25.13 + 0.24
Goodyear
15.85 B 16.04
HopFecl Bank'

1051
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
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'Second tier'
candidates
Does anyone rememher a touple (il
FRANKFORT
months ago when some Donut rats were grousing about a
group of party leaders and eleeted officials tr mg to hand
pick the party s gubernatorial nominee to take on Republican
Gov Erme Fletcher in November'
A good number of those same party leaders and elected
officials now are among the seven slates running in the
Democratic gubernatorial primary in Max
When the early lay ()rites to run against
Sixth District U.S. Rep. Ben
Fletcher
('handler. Louisv We Mayor Jerry Abramson
and State Auditor Crit Luallen - !ejected
making the race, the temptation to roll the
dice was simply Rio much for the rest of
the field or, as some call it. the "second
her- ot candidates
So we have two former lieutenant governors who lost preyious Mons to WM the
top spot i Steve Beshear and Steve Henry
Agree Or the speaker of the !louse of Represent&
Not
v es Jody Richards), the incumbent state
By Toad Duvall treasurer Jonathan Miller 1, a dernOlition
Syndicated
...litraLtol I( His Hensley .1. a inillionalic
Columnist
I ontss tile businessman (Bruce Lunstord
and. 11 its time to elect a new governoi.
LeVIllgtoll attorney Gatewood Galbraith
smal public approval polls and his ow
ith I. leis her s
serloils opposition in the Republican primary. those Democra
tic candidates simply timid not pass on the (pp()itininv, II
try to he the one to take on the perhaps mortally wounded
ton that matter, either of Fletcher s opponent
tic unihent
barely - known despite S2+ million spent on tele),',ion ads so
tar ) Paducah businessman Bi11 harper or tormer I S Rep
Anne Northup follow trig losely on her own eleoion deteat
in Not embei
But it would he a mistake tor Northiqi 114115v1 ,iiist ill
those Democrats running to is erlook the immense powers
prirriafl. and
that fiefs her has as governor in the
general election campaigns
Ile's been i).( Tong up here there and eYery w here handing
and load prole,. is
out ()versa/v.(1 shot ks tot lot al
lies been all is en the plat e tourmr the exs ess budget [es
(..•nues av ailahle and asking tor public. adv ice fri how it
sh tuld he spent. And lust as the final papers were being
filed here last week hy his (pp( mews, lien. her ,..4,as iii
soldiers returning from
Lunt's,
. lily greeting kelitus k
with a pwnnse no these them and all other regular and
state int"Mc taws oil their
teserve troops (if hat nig to
Military

pa,.

opponents will point (nit that the
that wall!. generous gesture is
re.c isless when the excess budget revenue estiniate has been
ut by about SIOU million. the retirement sy stems lot state
emph.oyees and teat hers ale billions in arteat s and the surrent
budget balances On S 100 Ih1111011 h.,TIM.4•0.1 trout the eat IIcrs • Ref ircilient 1). stein that must he repaid
guber
Indeed, that '5 18 million is eciletall. what Ow
end up 1st tip it they lion't sost tan
naiorial
more
punt note than 52 million I einstord
limpet atica.1
mune%.
has started his ampaign stinhi 52 million ot his 'wit(
and he sat s he II spcnti v. hat', net CssaIX 4 1.ulisf oid Ton SS
Million of his ow n monet iii 2011 4 below xxitthh.w. in12 tits
before the primary )
If all the serious ssimpaigns spend onle 52 titilliti ed,
re lip I,.SI t troll.iii i.4.1111...ui Harper spending an,(then
of the Republican and Democrat', pti
dune Hie as tual
inane, likeis still exLeed 520 million
Atter that, of course, the real spending begins tor both
parties in the November election
Before the year is out is en kepubli,ans may wish they
hadn t tosse‘l overboard spending hrilifs and partial public
Ii n.ins ing
ul githeMatorial elek.[um,. and Detutx:rats may w ish
they hadn't rolled over so easily and let that happen
In the Meanillne. air.one and everyone who es el got their
small, should
in
Pdrt
! 11'1utk.ontribtitOrs, however
n'inw`
expect the sohs nations to begin and the phones to start ringing
Out ot thc rune candidates running for governor, only two
(-in at ford the treight liw rest of them. including the
its umbent need big tin lies and they needed it lasi week
And
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WOULD ED MAKE IT TO THE TV WITH THE REMOTE, ENSURING ANOTHER NR. SUNDAY, OR \VOULD IT
BE FtGURE SKATING? OH_ WHAT A, NIT!!!

Emboldened Democrats
set sights on White House
1
4 \slum
4/

oN ( Ap)

Sen Hillary Rodham CI nib in said Frida!, she
hale started the
wit in Iraq and would end
it immediately it she's elected president in 2008
the New York senator
tu ew a few anti-war hecklers
h,
Riled Inn during her
speech the last in a series
trom W hite House hopefuls
to speak ti I riday's meeting
if ilis DemN.ram. National
ominittee [he peace
is tiv ',is have dogged Clinton
,er her vote to authonie
foive iii 21512
it I had been president
in Os robe'. 2002. I would
not have started this War.Clinton said ni a forceful
speech She said it Congress
,1,,esn't end the ei inn id
betote Januar v 215N. she
still it she's the nevi president
•Bring them home. then,''
suit a nian wearing desert
,....nnoutlage that said -Iraq
DemoLratic

%Oil airs Against the

War

twin the anti-war
oup Code l'ink shouted for
(put ker action. too. %tide
ileai by audience members
asked them to quiet down
oinell

troops OUI of Iraq. overturn
Bush's torture legislation and
"begin to restore America's
By Nedra Pickier
leadership in the world."
mood in the country weighed
Clinton raised her voice to
Four years ago, Howard
he heard and said she under- down by the Iraq war and
Dean ignited the crowd with
concerns about health care
stands "the frustration and
a fire-and-brimstone speech
and pensions.
the outrage."
in which he pointedly
Obama said every candiAll of the candidates
appealed to partisans tired of
date should pledge to proexpressed their opposition to
a Democratic move to the
vide health care for all by
the war and their detemiinamiddle by declaring he was
the end of the next presition to bring about a resolufrom "the Democratic wing
dent's first term. He also
tion to the conflict, although
of the Democratic party."
repeatedly reminded the
each had their own perspecDean, now the chairman
largely anti-war crowd that
tive on how to achieve it.
of the DNC, started the
he was against the Iraq inva- gathering by celebrating the
John Edwards, the party's
sion from the beginning and
2004 vice presidential nomiparty's reversal of fortune
nee, did not name Clinton or said all candidates, no matter from minority to majority in
where they stood at the start, Congress and governor's
anyone else, but said it is
have an obligation to hong
"betrayal- for those in Conoffices. "We are in charge
the troops home.
press not to stop President
again and we will really be
Other candidates tried to
Bush's troop increase in Iraq.
in charge in 2008," Dean
bring the crowd to its teen
"We cannot be satisfied
said.
with sharp jabs at Bush and
with passing nonbinding resFormer Gen. Wesley
memorable lines. Edwards
olutions that we know this
Clark, who has not indicated
painted the picture of people
president Will ignore."
whether he will run, emphastruggling across the world
Edwards said. "We have the
sized his effort to help
in war, poverty arid the labor Democratic candidates in
power to stop the escalation
movement, repeatedly. chalof this war.2()06 and his record as a
lenging the activists. "Will
Illinois Sen. Barack
soldier. Ohio Rep. Dennis
you stand
Mama began his speech
Kucinich called for an immeConnecticut Sen. Chris
with a joke about how the
diate end to the war — the
Dodd asked for a chance to
contest feels a little like
same message he ran on in
he heard in a race that
"American Idol- or "Sur2004 but now is being
includes stars Obania and
ivor" reality shows. But he
echoed by several other canClinton. Ile promised if
quickly toed to tap into
didates.
elected he would bring
what he said is a sober
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New video games satisfy political junkies
By GREG BLUESTEIN
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA (Al'( - Ian
Bog( si takes some of the
I tin out of v usko game., .
and replaces it with opinion_
'Hie Georgia Institute of
I vehnology professor creates
or "playable editogames
rial s artoons.- as he calls
them
that are packed
ilifical messag,es.
One he created just after
luqiiuuls were harmed front
carry on baggage pits players
as a frustrated airport screencr fat ea w ith an ever-changing set of rules Another
challenges gamer's to double
the price of crude oil by
afflicting a tantasy land with
natural disasters.
a 'AMC'
, 41
Just as the documentary
des eloped as a potent force
within the film industry.
Hugo.' is among a growing
number of designers who
develop y hie() games that
locus and comment on the
world's social and political
ills
"I. m not against fun. I
like to play the same video
games everyone else does.
But I don't believe that
video games have to be
fun," Bogost said. "I think
they need to be given the
opportunity to bother and
disturb us"
The games don't quite
carry the same weight as
opinion pieces in traditional
media. But their creators say
they can still carry a punch
as they force players to con-

sider serious issues, such as
security policy or the volatile
price of gasoline.
The genre's financial
potential is no joke. advocates say. The Serious
Games Initiative, a group
formed to encourage more
substantive games. estimates
players and developers spend
more than $60 million on
the games each year and
that developers will be doling out at least $300 million
to create and market the
games within five years.
Bogost's focus — Webhated Flash games that users
can play online — has
become a S5 million a year
business, by the group's estimates.
"Games as a media form
allow people to have political discourse." said Ben
Sawyer, the initiative's cofounder. "Will you see more
of this? Of course you will."
Developers have pumped
out a stream of titles that let
garners relive classic battles
or pit heroes against terrorists and other evils. Although
there's always been a political element to traditional
games, many developers have
been reluctant to express
overt political or social messages for fear they would
alienate potential customers.
One of the most notable
exceptions is "Balance of
Power," a popular Cold War
strategy game published in
1985. It refused to delight
players with a graphical

nuclear explosion when they
failed. Instead, it showed a
black screen that read: "You
have ignited a nuclear war
We do not reward failure."
Other efforts were more
accidental than revolutionary
Jacques Sersin, a programmer who helped create the
•'SimCopter" computer game,
was tired in 1996 after its
publisher, Maxis, discovered
he had sneaked in some
mal certain
code thatsuit-cl
male charbathing
acters kiss other men.
With the rise of the Internet, more developers have
begun to take video gaming
more seriously, creating short
and punchy

games readily

available for free on the
Web.
Developers typically make
money by contracting with a
corporation or a nonprofit.
Some take a share of the
revenue from ads that run
before each game is loaded.
Others, of course, are made
purely as works of art.
One of the

more scathing

"McCkinald's
Video Game:' the creation of
an Italian firm called
Molleindustria that batters the
burger chain by allowing
garners to raze villages.
manipulate public opinion
and bribe health officials and
politicians.
(In a statement, the
restaurant chain said the
game "has no association
with McDonald's, and is
offerings is

therefore a complete misrepresentation of our people and
our values.")
Others hope to give
garners a better feel for the
plight of the poor. New
York-based gameLab created
"Ayiti: The Cost of Life,"
which challenges players to
guide a family of five as
they struggle to survive amid
poverty in rural Haiti.
-Poverty is an obstacle to
global human rights," said
Peter Lee. gameLab's cofounder. "We made a game
where you have to go
through a very rough life.
and we made the game hard
on purpose."
Developers also may play
a greater role in the next
election cycle, hoping for a
greater share of the more
than $2.6 billion that was
spent reaching out to voters
during the midterm election.
Bogost is among the few
to have already ventured into
the niche with his company.
Persuasive Games.
Its first creation, Howard
Dean for Iowa. was released
in December 2003 as the
Vermont Democrat's presidential campaign reached its
peak. Roughly 100,000
gainers logged on to play
political strategists who had
to choose where to send volunteers and how many voters
to pester before the election.
The game does not decide
winners and . losers, 'instead
deploying the number of
potential voters reached.
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Parks department
bought $146,000 of
Kentucky foods in 2006
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Agriculture Commissioner Richie
Fanner was pleased that Kentucky farmers made more than
$146,000 from the sale of Kentucky Proud food products to
state Parks Department restaurants and cafeterias in 2006.
"These purchases help many
Kentucky farmers make a living on the farm," Commissioner Farmer said. "I'm grateful
to Parks Commissioner J.T.
Miller for his support for this
partnership."
-The Kentucky State Parks
are glad to participate in the
Kentucky Proud program,"
Commissioner Miller said.
-This effort not only helps
local farmers but provides our
state park visitors with fresh,
tasty food that's grown or raised
near our parks. That benefits
our farmers, our parks and our
guests. We believe this program will continue to grow as
we get more farmers involved."
The 17 state resort restaurants and four Frankfort cafeterias paid $146,611.71 to Kentucky producers for their food
products in 2006. Of that total,
meat accounted for $93,880.80
and produce purchases totaled
$34,906.56. Four resorts bought
a total of $16,769.30 worth of
Kentucky seafood.

Fruit and vegetable purchases were up some 66 percent
over the 2005 total of approximately $21,000. The meat purchases included $9,800 for Kentucky country ham served at
the Kentucky Derby in May.
The state adopted regulations
in the fall of 2005 that allow
the restaurants at state resorts
and state cafeterias in Frankfort to purchase Kentucky meat
and dairy products. The Parks
Department began buying Kentucky Proud produce in August
2004.
Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort bought $16,577.70 worth
of Kentucky Proud foods, more
than any other park. Dale Holat
followed
Lake
low
$15,962.17. Six resorts each
spent more than $10,000 on
Kentucky Proud products from
Kentucky farmers.
The Kentucky Department
of Agriculture's marketing staff
has helped connect park chefs
with local producers to promote the sale of fresh, highquality local food products to
the parks.
has
partnership
"This
tremendous room to grow,"
Commissioner Farmer said.
-The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture will help in any way
we can."

Conservation District cost
share program announced
The Calloway County Conservation District will be accepting requests for cost share
funding under the Kentucky
Soil Erosion and Water Quality Cost Share Program beginning February 1 and extending through February 28, 2007.
The Kentucky Soil Erosion
and Water Quality Cost Share
Program was in 1994 created
by the Kentucky General
Assembly to help agricultural
and silviculture operations protect the soil and water resources
of the Commonwealth. This
financial and technical assistance program assists individual agriculture producers in the
development and implementation of their agriculture water
quality plans, which are
required under state law. Any
person engaged in agricultural
or silvicultural operations is
eligible to apply through the
local conservation district,
which oversees the installation
of best management practices.
The State Cost Share program
gives a high priority to animal waste related problems and
agricultural district participants
where pollution problems have
been identified. The best management practices, approved
through the State Cost Share
Program, help reduce animal
waste nutrients, prevent the
loss of topsoil, and minimize
sediment and other pollutants
to Kentucky's streams, rivers,
lakes and groundwater supplies. Among the eighteen practices eligible under the State

r. corn

e-mail: mItPmue

FORMER FFA PRESIDENTS: Pictured are 19 of the past 46 Presidents of the Calloway County High School FFA Chapter.
These 19 were present at a reception held on Jan. 25. The former presidents were updated on the progress of the FFA
at CCHS, and told of future plans. Those pictured include, left to right, Dwaine Rogers (1970), Tripp Furches (1980). Keith
Hays (1963), Shea Sykes (1977), Stephanie Spann (2001-2002), Stacey Keel Arnett (1999). Kent McCuiston M969),
Eleshia Adams Brandon (1997), Billy Adams (1964), Jackie Thomas (2007), Phil McCallon (1974). Steve McCuiston
(1975), Charlene Ray Martin (1988), Brooks Underwood (1993). Andrew Falwell (1996), Trent Cossey (2006), Billy Hendon
(2004), Mark Wilson (1976), and Jacob Falwell (1998). Those unable to attend included David Crouch (2005), Amanda
D'Angelo (2003), Ashley Adams Crouch (2000), Stephen Keel (1995), Robert Geurin (1994). Van Pittman (1992). Tripp
Tibbetts (1991), David Potts (1990), Jason Phillips (1989), Jerry Lowery (1987). Lisa Lynn Lewellyn (1986), John Mark
Potts (1985), Trace Curd (1984), Jeffrey Paschall (1983), Mark McCallon (1982), Danny Lamb (1981), Rickey
Glen
Cunningham (1979), Graves Buriceen (1973), Randy Lee (1972), Jerry Chapman (1971). Larry Wisehart (1968),
was
pictured
Not
(1961).
Story
Jimmy
and
(1962),
Like
Ronnie
(1965),
Miller
Billy
(1966),
Kelso
Chaney (1967), Johnny
Danny Kingins (1978) who attended the reception.

Governor's agriculture summit announced

Cost Share Program, some of
the most frequently installed
practices are Agricultural Waste
Control Facility, Heavy Use
Area Protection, Rotational
Grazing System Establishment,
Stream Crossing, and Streambank Stabilization. Please contact your local conservation
district office for details on all
eligible practices. In the first
twelve years of this program,
the Division of Conservation
has received 21,465 applications
seeking $214 million in cost
share assistance. Based on the
available funds to the program
in each of these years, 7;725
of those applications have been
approved for a total of $82.5
million.
Funding for practices will
be approved by the Soil and
Water Conservation Commission and the Kentucky Division of Conservation, located
in Frankfort, as funds are available. Approved applicants will
be notified in July of 2007
and they will have 12 months
to complete their practice.
For more information stop
by conservation district office
located at 88 Robertson Road
South, Monday through Friday
from 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. The
phone number is 767-0491.

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Governor Ernie Fletcher today
announced the first Governor's
Summit on Agriculture, emphasizing the need for strategic
thinking about the future of
an industry ingrained in Kentucky's heritage.
The Governor's Summit on
Agriculture will be held on
Thursday, March IS, at 9 a.m.
EST in the South Wing of the
Kentucky Exposition Center in
Louisville. All agricultural leaders and those involved with agriculture across the Commonwealth are invited to attend.
"Kentucky farmers continue to make history as they
transform our agricultural economy from one based on tobacco to one that is economically strong and diverse. Agriculture leaders must continue to
push forward and prepare for
the future," said Governor
Fletcher. "I am hosting this
Summit to bring agriculture
leaders together to begin the
process of a strategic plan of

action that encompasses all
aspects of agriculture. This plan
should establish the policies
and goals needed for continued success and the movement
of Kentucky agriculture into
the future."
The agricultural diversification efforts that started with
House Bill 611 in 2000 are
paying great dividends for our
farm families and rural communities. In the past three
years, total farm income surpassed four billion for the first
time in history and net farm
income reached new heights.
The entrepreneurial spirit of
our farmers is creating new
income sources by adding value
to traditional farm commodi.
ties.
Because our farmers face
a world of constant change.
we have little time to rest
The Kentucky Agricultural
has
Board
Development
approved an initiative for 2007
to update County Comprehensive Plans for agriculture The

strategic plan of action will be
the nest step for agricultural
leaders to build on successes
of recent years. Governor
Fletcher would like to thank
Commissioner of Agriculture
Richie Farmer. Farm Bureau
President Marshall Coyle. and
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture Dean Scott
Smith for their support and
participation in the Governor's
Summit on Agriculture.
"The state of Kentucky
agriculture today is strong."
Commissioner Farmer said.
"There's a spirit of teamwork

and optimism that has strengthened the foundation of Kentucky agriculture for years to
come. By working together, we
can do even more to ensure a
bright futdre for the nest generation of Kentucky farmers
and agribusinesses."
Registration information for
the Governor's Summit on Agriculture will be available on
Feb. 22, on the Governor's
Office of Agricultural Policy
at
site
Web
http://agpolicy.k
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Robert T. Williams, M.D.
announces the association of

CAGLE& BAILEY
ADULT HEALTH

SOYBEAN PROMOTION DAY

Board Certified Family Nurse Practitioners
Providing rarefor ages 12 and over

Thursday, February 8, 2007
— Curris Center Ballroom, 3rd Floor
University
Murray State

Providing services for:

haren sauev ARNr

• Preventive Health Care'
• Acute and Chronic Illness
• Women & Men's Health Screening
• Sports, School and DOT Physicals

11)1,111•.1111 BMA/ 4,

Present
3rd Annual

Registration 11:30 am - 12.00 pm
Sponsored Luncheon 12.00 pm
Jennifer Cagle, A NIP

12:30 p.m.-4:00 p.m. Seminars and Discussion Including:
Keynote Speaker: Dr. Lowell Catlett

•Karen and Jennifer have over 25 years of combined experience caring
for patients in Murray, Ky.

• Tomorrow's Agriculture
• Future of Soybean/Grain Production

• They are Board certified to treat patients and write prescriptions
DR.IAME1.1.
CATLrfT

c,agle & Bailey

NOW OPEN!
Walk-Ins Welcome

Adult Health

i
:lt
l
To sche

appointmen call:
270.75 . 616

Medical Arts Building • Suite 109 East • 300 South 8th St.• Murray,KY

4:30 p.m. Performance by
Grand Ole Opry Star Mike Snider
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First 200 people to RSVP will receive a free ticket
to Soybean Promotion Night at the
MSU vs. Eastern KY Basketball Game.
Please RSVP by February 6 to (270) 809-3556
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Calloway County Red Cross
Chapter will offer courses
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CHECK DONATION: The United Way of Murray-Calloway County recently received a
$53,000 check from Kenlake Foods for their corporate donation. The United Way would like
to recognize Kenlake Foods and their outstanding employee donations of over $100 per
employee. Pictured from left are: Doug Lawson - United Way Campaign Chair, Tracey
Hale, Virginia Pritchett, Larry Eblen (top giver in the plant), Earlene Flint, Marcia Siris,
Debbie Jones, Jeanne Smith. Rosemary Clayton - Kenlake Foods employees, Peggy
Billington - United Way Executive Director, Kaye Key - Kenlake Foods employee, Kye
Nichols - Heritage Bank and Bob Buehler- Kenlake Foods Plant Manager.

The Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will offer "CPR for the
Professional Rescue?' (CPR/PR) on MOO..
day and Tuesday, Feb. 12 and 13, beginning at 5 p.m. each day.
The class will meet in the conference
room on the second floor of the George
Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St.,
Murray. The course is a prerequisite for
many health professions, including uni:
.
versity students entering the nursing
gram. The course fee is $60 which includes
priDatebok
By Jo Burkeen all books and materials. The chapter IS
...
planning to utilize the new course
CommunIty
als for the class, released the end of July.
materfEdio
Interested participants are asked to pre,
register prior to the class at the Red Cross office in thE
Weaks Community Center during regular business hour*
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Thursday, and
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Friday. For more information can
753-1421.

Boy Scout breakfast Tuesday
The Boy Scouts of America will, have its annual informa7
tion and fund-raising free breakfast Tuesday from 7130 to 8:45
a.m. at Pagliai's on Chestnut Street. Guest speaker will be Dr.
Randy Dunn. president of Murray State University. The public is invited to attend.
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Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons win
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 46
east of Alm°, according to Jason Prescott, master. This wiH
be Past Masters' night and all Masons are invited.
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Soccer board to meet Tuesday
The board of directors of Murray Calloway County Soccer
Association will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Automated Direct
Mail, 1410 North 12th St., Mun-ay. former Heilig Meyers building, north entrance. The meeting is open to the public.
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Laker Band Boosters will meet
Calloway Laker Band Boosters will meet today at 5:30 p.m.
in the band room of Calloway County High School. Each one
is encouraged to attend and to note the change in meeting
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Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house with Brenda Jones
speaking on "Creativity.- Hostesses will be Cynthia Gale Cook,
Kim Grasty. Felecia Myers, Peg Billington and Loretta Jobs.
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Bingo play at Knights of Columbus .
Photo provided
Sherry Purdom, second right, is pictured with, from left, Betty
Sue Vinson, Ann VtrttiOrt anci Susark Vied, hostesses, at the
meeting et iti
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CCHS will host tennis clinic
Calloway County High School will host a pre-season tennis clinic at a cost of $55 or $10 per hour at the Kenlake
State Park Tennis Center. Sessions will he on Wednesday
from 4 to 6 p.m.. Thursday' from 3:3(1 to 4:31) p.m. and
Friday from 4 to 6 p.m. It is open to any area high school
stn.dents. For information e-mail Darra.Benson(a- Calloway.kysch
ools.us
or call 75941029.

Project Graduation meeting planned
All persons interested

in Calloway County High School Project Graduation are asked to attend a meeting today
at 5:30
in the high school cafeteria. For information
call Kimberly
Walls at 762-7375.

Fire Protection District will meet
tonight
at 6 at the No. I fire station of Calloway
County Fire-Rescue on East Sycamore Street. Murray

• .4,1kr 1 MC • rsAossa9e Theodor • Fa( 'ells • Marla_ (Pr'
•PrCbC1 el".• Aromatherapy • Body wraps

AV E DA Concept Salon

Axon -Thor' 9-8, Fri. 9-S, Sat 8,2
i 307 Johnson Illyd • mortify • 270-767-0760

TOPS Chapter will meet

Fire Protection District will meet
Calloway County

Named One of America's Fasten Growing Sah,n%.

An

The Murray Independent School District Local Planning
Committee iLPC) will meet today at 6 at the Carter Administration building to discuss the formation and implementation
of its new facility plan. A public forum has been postponed
which was previously. scheduled. Also on Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.
the Murray Independent School District calendar committee
will meet.

Murray Chapter of TOPS. #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at University Church of Christ. near Wal-Mart. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the carport
i625 HiEtiway 121 No*
is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call
Murray. Kentucky
• Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.

753-6069
OM

Public forum is postponed

LASE
R (270)761-4999
,

Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Ca Now!

the

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet tonight at the Masonic Hall on Ky. 121 North and Robertson Road North. Work will be in the apprentice degree at the
regular meeting to start at 7:30 p.m., according to Bobby Hale,
lodge master. A potluck meal will be served at 6:30 p.m. prior
Co the meeting. All Masons are invited to attend.

Constance Alexander has rescheduled her reading of her literary. works on Monday. March 5, at 7 p.m. in The Stables
at Murray State University. The program was canceled because
of the weather on Feb. I.

Pt; - 6 55 - 9:15

Openings For New Mods

it

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Alexander program rescheduled
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Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
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Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library. For information call Pat at 809-3809.

•
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The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo each Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. KY
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
international chatikeir For more information call 293-7061. _

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will
offer lipid profiles as well as blood pressure
and pulse checks
today from 12:30 to 2 p.m. at Wal-Mart,
Murray: on Wednesday from 730 to 11:45 am. and 1 to 2
p.m. at Save-A-Lot,
Murray.
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RACERS 63, GAMECOCKS 61

INDIANAPOLIS 29, CHICAGO 17
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RACERS NOW TIED WITH
TTU FOR THIRD PLACE
Staff Report
JACKSONVILLE, Ala. — A Bruce Carter layup with
26 seconds left helped the Murray State
Racers escape Pete Mathews Coliseum
with a 63-61 triumph over Jacksonville
State on Saturday night.
With the victory, the Racers (1?_-11,
10-5 OVC) — who upped their seasonhigh win streak to four games — kept
pace with league leader Austin Peay (157, 12-2) and second-place Samford (1410, 11-4). MSU is currently in a tie for
third place with Tennessee Tech (14-10,
Carter
10-5), which it hosts on Feb. 22.
"We're very, very fortunate to win," said a relieved
Murray head coach Billy Kennedy on his post-game show
on the Racer Radio Network. "1 thought Jacksonville State
came in ready to play.
"Courtney Bradley, being the competitor that he is, took it right to us
and did some good things. Fortunately,
we had a two-point lead at the end,"
he added.
Much as they did against MSU in
December at the Regional Special Events
Center, the ninth-place Gamecocks (618, 4-111 gave the Racers fits all night
long, holding as much as a five-point
lead in the first half before securing a
Kennedy
31-28 edge at the halftime break.
The Racers struggled in the early going, committing
as many turnovers(I 1) as field goals in the first 20 minutes despite shooting a respectable 44 percent from floor.
Bradley, the fourth-leading scorer in the OVC (16.2
ppg.). had 13 of his game-high 23-points in the first half
to help the Gamecocks build a lead.
For Murray State, halftime was about correcting mistakes.
"We really got after them at halftime about taking care
of the ball and staying in our offense," Kennedy recalled.
They changed their defense, and our guys never stayed
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AP

Indianapolis coach Tony Dungy is showered with a cooler of Gatorade after the Colts defeated the Chicago Bears 2917 in Super Bowl XLI at Dolphin Stadium in Miami Sunday.

MIAMI (AP) — For Tony Dungy, it
was a moment to embrace.
Soaked with rain, he walked across
the sodden field to hug his friend and
Super Bowl foe. Lovie Smith. He hugged
his quarterback. Super Bowl MVP Peyton Manning. And soon he was standing
on a platform at the 50-yard line, cradling
the Super Bowl trophy.
Dungy became the first black coach
to win an NFL title Sunday when his
Indianapolis Colts beat Smith's Chicago
Bears, 29-17.
-It means probably more to him than
it does to any of us... Colts defensive
end Dwight Freeney said. "He has wait-

ed a long time.'
The weather was the worst in Super
Bowl history. with steady rain from start
to finish, and it suited Dungy and his
Colts just fine. When the slick ball forced
them to rein in their potent passing game,
their defense and running game assumed
a championship-caliber share of the load.
"We showed we could win many ways,"
Dungy said.
He and Manning also showed they
could win the big game, shaking labels
they've been saddled with for years.
Dungy made the breakthrough in his 11th
year as a head coach and his fifth with
the Colts, until now perennial title con-

tenders and late-season disappointments.
"He has had a lot of good speeches
after some of those playoff losses, when
most guys can hardly say anything and
it's hard to hold your head up," Manning said. "He stayed positive and he
kept believing. It's just great to have him
as our leader."
Manning, meanwhile, strengthened his
standing among the game's great quarterbacks by winning his first Super Bowl
title.
"It has been hard to watch these other
teams hoist that trophy," said Manning,
who threw for 247 yards and a touchII See SUPER,8A
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MSU 82, JSU 61

Lady Racers roll
COLTS BEAT BEARS IN RAINY SUPER BOWL past Jax State
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Manning enjoying his
new title — champion
THE TWO-T1ME NFL
MVP FINISHED 25-0E38 FOR 247 YARDS
WITH ONE TOUCHDOWN
MIAMI (AP, — Peyton
Manning grabbed the Lombardi Trophy with a choke hold.
hoisted it in the air with one
hand and barely cracked a smile.
His career-long journey
toward a title finally over. Manning was already preparing for
life as a champion.
"It's all happening pretty
fast right now." he said after
being voted the Super Bowl
MVP in the Colts' 29-17 victory over Chicago on Sunday
night. "I'm kind of — this is
I am. I guess.
just kind of
I'm excited."
Judging from Manning's
reactions, he seemed more
relieved than ecstatic after finally letting his play answer all
the nagging questions about
winning the "big game."
Detractors usually followed

their acknowledgments of his
greatness with this: Manning
could only earn his place alongside legendary quarterbacks
John Elway. Joe Montana and
Terry Bradshaw with a Super
Bowl win.
No need to worry any more.
With another brilliantly crafted performance in the rainsoaked, windy conditions many
thought could derail the Colts'
championship run, Manning left
behind the doubters.
He played his game —
changing plays, gesturing at
the Bears and, of course, completing passes. The two-time
NFL MVP finished 25-of-38
for 247 yards with one touch
down and kept the Bears confused all night. It was the
Colts' biggest victory since
moving to Indianapolis in 1984,
and gave the Colts the distinction of being the first dome,team
AP
Id win a Super Bowl Outdoors:
Trophy after his
Lombardi
Vince
the
holds
Manning
Peyton
forBut Manning couldn't
Dolget entirely what it took to get Colts' 29-17 win over Chicago in Super Bowl XLI at
Sunday.
Miami
in
Stadium
phin
here.

Victory guarantees first winning
regular season since 1989-90
By MSU Media Relations
JACKSONVILLE, Ala. — Murray State shot 55.7 percent from the field and played every active player on its
roster in an 82-61 Ohio Valley Confergnce win at Jacksonville State on Saturday night.
With the win, MSU head coach Joi Felton notched her
career-best 14th victory of the season,
guaranteeing the Lady Racers their first
winning regular-season record since the
1989-90 season.
Murray also set a school record for
most road conference wins in a single
season with six, besting the previous record
of five set in 1989-90 and repeated in
1999-2000.
Against Jacksonville State, MSU (147, 10-4 OVC) made 34 of its 61 fieldFelton
goal attempts, shooting 61.5 percent (16for-26) in the second half while holding the Gamecocks
(7-17, 4-11 OVC) to 30.6-percent shooting in that period.
The Lady Racers hit seven of their 13 3-point attempts
(53.8 percent), going 3-for-4 from behind the arc in the
first half and 4-for-8 in the second half.
The game was a close battle early until MSU went on
an 8-2 run midway through the first half, taking a 23-13
lead when sophomore guard Amber Guffey hit a layup
with 11:03 left in the first period.
The Lady Racers expanded that lead to 15 points when
Guffey popped in a 3-pointer with 8:36 left in the half,
but JSU scored eight unanswered points
to close to within 32-25 with 6:35 left.
Murray State scored the last seven points
of the half to take a 43-34 lead at halftime.
In the second half. JSU's Jolie Efezokhae scored the first basket of the
period, but Murray State went on a 70 run on back-to-back layups by Scott
and a trey from junior guard Shaleea
uffey
Petty to vault out to a 50-36 lead. The
Gamecocks closed it to 53-44, but an 8-0 run midway
through the second half pushed the MSU lead to 61-44
and sealed the win.
"We knew (JSU) was going to play hard, and they
did," said MSU assistant coach Rob Cross, filling in for
Felton, who was unable to make the trip for health reasons. "LaTonya McKinney and Courtney Slaughter are two
very talented young ladies, and they were a big part of
their offense early on.
MI See MSU,8A
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THE CHAMPS!: The Calloway County Laker Hustle third and fourth grade basketball
team recently earned first place in the Calloway County Laker Third & Fourth Grade Little
League Basketball Tournament Team members and coaches pictured include (front row.
from left) Tanner Travis, Austin Bailey, B J Elder (middle row) James Boone, Elwood
Junior, Davon Jernigan, Cody Jackson. (back row) head coach Howard Boone, Chris
Kelly and assistatach Bill Elder
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NBA Standings
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pot GB
25 23 521 Toronto
New Jersey
22 26 458 3
New York
21 28 429 4 1 2
Philadeiphia
15 33 313 10
12 34 261 12
Boston
Southeast Division
W L Pct GB
Washington
27 19 587
25 23 521 3
Orlando
Miami
22 25 468 5 12
i828 39i9
Atlanta
Charlotte
18 29 383 9 1-2
Central Division
W L Pct GB
Detroit
28 18 609 -Chicago
28 20 583 1
Cleveland
27 21 563 2
26 21 553 2 1 2
Indiana
Milwaukee
18 30 375 11
Sunday's Scores
Toronto 122 LA Clippers 110
Atlanta 101 New Jersey 99 Or
Detroit 90 Cleveland 78
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CCMS eighth grade girls win Laker wrestling goes
Fourth District championship 2-3 at Union County
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managed to ‘omplete the pass
Grossman. hy tontrast. tumforced

the floor to go with nine
rebounds.
Jackson'.tile State was led
hs LaTonya McKinney, who
had 14 points on 4-for-8 shooting from 3-point range to go
with three assists.
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UK Hoops holds
off Florida at home
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SCORE IN DOUBLE
l'IGLRES TO SNAP
LOSING STREAK
LEXINGTON. Ky. - Junior
Mahoney.
guard' Samantha
scored a team-high 21 points
to lead four Kentucky players
in double figure scoring as the
Wildcats held off a late Florida charge for an 84-74 win in
!xleinonal Coliseum on Super
Bowl Sunday.
Kentucky 115-9, 4-5 Southeastern Conference), which
broke a three-game losing streak
with the win, led by 18 points
01-53i ..with 4:38 left in the
game when the Gators 16-18.
0-9 SEC) began

Although 1S( ' committed
onls I I turno‘ers. Murray State
,,,,tent lit points off Of turnosers
tin the Gamecocks' six.
St on finished with 24 points
and II rebounds, both gamehighs, notching her ninth douhle-douhle of the season. She
v.as it
from the Boor
and
had eight defensive
rebounds to go with a cogame-high three blocked shots.
GufTey had 20 points on 8tor-10 shooting from the field
(3-of-3 from behind the arc)
and a game-high six assists
l.er tallied 11 points on 4-for10 shooting from the field to
go with a co-game-high two
steals, while Hayes had 10
points on 5-for-8 shooting from

coached by former UK assistant coach C.aroly:n Peck, went on a 19-6 run
over the next 3:27 to pull within five, 77-72 with 1:26 remaining in the game. The Wildcats.
however. made 7-of-8 clutch
tree throws in the final minute
to secure their first win over
Florida in Memonal since 2003.
"It was a tale of two halves
today." UK head coach Micksaid. "I thought that
ic
in the first half, we came out
as strong as we have played
all year. I was very pleased

14-6.
"Kind of like we've done
all playoffs - no panic whatsoever,- Manning said.
man put the Bears up

Murray State returns to the
Regional Special Events Center tor a three-game homesland. beginning Thursday at
5: IS pin against Eastern Kenludy.
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TV, radio
TODAY
Monday, Feb.5
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Syracuse at Connecticut
B p.m.
ESPN - Texas at Texas MM
11 p.m.
ESPN2 - Gonzaga at Loyola
Marymoura
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS -- Detroit at NY Rangers
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 - Georgia at Tennessee
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he

with the intensity and the way
we executed offensively. Midway through the second half,
Florida turned up the heat a
little bit. I don't know if we
started playing conservative or
what, but they just kept chipping away. It got a little ugly
there in the end, but I am just
pleased that we were able to
pull it out.Mahoney eclipsed the 20point plateau for the third time,
while junior center Sarah Elliott
was one rebound shy of a double-double with 18 points and
nine rebounds to complement
three blocks.
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Tibaldi (4-1), Matthew Fry (4Staff Report
The Calloway County High 1), Joey Harrison (3-2), David
School wrestling team posted Stewart (3-2), Keaton Starks
a 2-3 record over the week- (2-3), Matthew Oliver (2-3)
end at the Union County Duals and Garrin Lawson (2-3).
Michael Treadway placed
Tournament.
Calloway defeated Daviess second in the I65-pound wegith
County 51-30 and Boxville 42- class, while Eric Schoppe
27 befoore falling to Oldham earned sixth at the Kentucky
County 42-39, Henderson Coun- State Middle School Champity 45-27 and Owensboro Apol- onships over the weekend at
Central Hardin.
lo 42-40.
The Laker varsity squad will
Individual winners for the
Lakers included: Steve Durr compete in the Region I Tour(5-0). Ryan Schoppe (5-0), nament on Saturday at Union
Kevin Kelly (5-0), Brandon County.

FOUR WILDCATS
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Fields paced CCMS with 14 points. Chrism:in tossed in 10 and Boggess followed with
seven. Wilson had four and Smith and futrell
added three each. Choate, Cunningham. Gray,
Rucker and McKaylon Wilson all played but
did not score.
Kelsey Lawson and Lena Bohannon had
six each to lead Benton.
The Lady Lakers ended their season averaging 41.1 points per game while allowing
their opponents just 18.1.
Lakers Fall: The eighth grade boys' basketball team at Calloway County Middle
School dropped its Fourth District Tournament semifinal matchup to Benton by a
score of 48-46 on Saturday.
Benton went on to win the district championship by defeating Mayfield 56-38,
Jeremy Pruitt led the Lakers in the losing cause with 14 points. Brock Simmons
followed with 13, Shawn Thompson added
10, Patruck Kelly had four, Joe Futrell three
and Blake Maness two.

Staff Report
Calloway County Middle School's eighth
grade girls' basketball team finished its perfect season with a Fourth ilktrict championship on Saturday.
The Lady Lakers (20-4)) claimed the tale
by defeating Mayfield and Benton during
Saturday's tournament aktion at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
In semifinal action, Calloway defeated Mayfield 41-20 to earn its shot at the title.
Kristin Boggess led the CCMS charge against
the Cardinals with 13 points, while Averee
Fields tossed in II
Emily Chrisman followed with nine, Morgan Smotherman had three. Layla Choate
and Taylor Futrell two each and Karim Wilson one. Kara Smith. Alyssa Cunningham,
McKaylon Wilson. Kelsey Gray and Lindsey Rucker all played but did not score.
In the district championship tuatchup, the
Lady Lakers earned the first-place trophy
by hammering Benton 44-19.
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WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division,
W L Pct GB
399 813-Dallas
32 16 667 7
San ADICX110
29 17 630 9
Houston
26 447 i71,.'2
21
Orleans
New
12 36 250 27
Memphis
Northwest Division
WI. Pct GB
31 17 646Utah
23 22 511 6 1/2
Denver
22 25 468 8 1/2
Minnesota
20 29 408 111/2
Portland
17 30 .382 131/2
Seattle
Pacific Division
WI.Pct GB
37 10 .787Phoenix
29 19 604 8 1/2
L A Lakers
24 23 511 13
LA Clippers
22
26 458 151/2
Golden State
Sacramento
19 26 422 17
Today's Games
L A LaSers at Atlanta. 6 p.m.
Golden State at Indiana, 6 p.m
Seattle at Washington. 6 p m
New Jersey at Philadelphia, 6 p m
Charlotte at Miarni, 6 30 pm
Minnesota at Houston. 7 30 pm
Phoenix at Denver, 8 pm
Chicago at Utah, 8 pm
New Oilcan'. at Sacramento, 9 p.m
Tuesday's Games
Boston at Detroit. 630 p m
Clippers
at New York. 6 30 p m.
LA.
Houston at Memphis. 7 p m
Orlando at Milwaukee 7 p m

f22K22)
2 1/2 CAR t24X24i
LARGE 2 1 2 CAR I24K301
LARGE 2 1-2 CAR (248361
LARGE .3 CAR 130X 30,
1108401
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5
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5831'.
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Visit Us At: www.bbgarages.coin
Odd(•Slone•Hardwood Covering Also Available
Serving Western Kentucky, Western Tennessee, Southern Illinois
Financing Available - 0% Down. Low Montt* Payments
fib 3E

View Otir
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

1-800-363-4720
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CLASSIFIEDS

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
lio.usnis Act Notice
All real estate ad vcrtie•il herein Is )1.1blell to the Federal Fair
Housing Act whalii nukes it illegal to advertise any pater
et,Imitation or discnnunation based on race, color
ark handicap familial status or immortal angle, or
intenbOn to mair any atall prrterences hnutabolb or ills

l0I'-.l •IN

Murray Ledger lk rimes

ADJUSTMENTS
Achemers we required to atatai ea Ard now
▪ in tee am kr am erns Wray Ledger &
Tenn .655 reeporeble to ore as named
merlon Arn 'nor should tie moored nmeth
OM so corrections can tie made

uniunanun
State laws Rebid discrumnahoo in the silt ferusl or aMer
1544115d real estate based on factors tn

DEADLINES
Ihriaday
_Saw
Turmas,
Iiisdnesdary
Tbuway
Fncley
Saturday —

addition to those pin

secled under tederai law

Frl. 11
Fly_ 11 riaa
Mon. 1 pm.
San 5 pm

We will knowingly accept any advertising Inc real estate
whoa is not in violation at tisS law. MI persons are berths
informed that all dwellings advertised are available an an
equal opportunity basis
For further &sea:stance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements.
Lontact NAA Coures.el Ilene P Milan
17103)64a-10W
rano, •••••••.

Md. 1p.m
Thor 11 am

Thar 1pm.

010
020
025
030

660
060
060

Lege Notice
Notice
Penmen
Finenclal
Roommate Waned

Loud And Found
Hap *aria,

om
On
100

Position Wenent
Domenic & Childcare
Business Opportunity

no

Electronics

120
130
140

Computers
Appliance Ports
Went To Buy

150

Ameba For Saki

360
370

55
160
165
100

Appliances
Moms Fumehincis
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

360
360
410
425

Lied
Nodes

Laud
Notice

Lead
Notice

060

010

010

010
Lade'
Mace

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
•
the Cita of Murray at City Hall, 104 North 5th StreetiP.O. Box 1.236/. Murray- hentuckv12071 until 2310 P.m 'local
WU; uo Tuesday. March 13 2007 and then opened and publicly- read aloud in the 2nd Fluor Council Chambers el
Citx Hall_The project ineolissibe mitsiisoreLef thluseli.cLi reduction svatem_at Filarray1s Bet: Creek Wastewater
lailaslaiLOAber purchased euaipment rotary drum screen
Treatment Plant The project inelwies installation
lndrocyclunes ludrocyclune feed pumps inerts DLLITID screu comcsactor and system controls in the existing belt tilts,
press buildup': misers decanter united orifice diffusers and instrumentation in the exciting siutiate holding tank °nit
instrumentation in clarifier splitter buses RAS wet well and intlue.nt wet well. The nitect includes the following con
a. •

.1

a.

• .„

. I •

I

:

•,

• 61

•

I

CI

name valves and annurtenwnees to complete the system The above is a ironer.) descripuun and is not an all inclu
stve hat of project items for which the contractor is responsible The work to be cumuleted is detailed in the JDO:Ln
atiuns and shown in the Drawings

General Contractors (Prospective Bidders) Note Pre-Qualification Requirements.
'ii' Ciini if Murray is requiring all prospective bidders to be pee-qualified to Ma thes phrject behire reed!, mg plans
ii specifications for the project. Pre-qualification requirements only appls to Genera{ Contractor, Pre-gurihfica
n forms can be obtained at the following address

aced
gith
oppe
ucky
mptd at

will
Cournion

270
260
265
300
320
330
ISO

450
455
460
470
OD
465
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Farms For Sala
Acreage
Noma For Sala
Motorcycles & ATV•
Auto Pala
Spoil Uttllry ViehIctes
Used Cara
Wane
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats II Motors
Sarvsoas Odeeird
Fre, Column
Tobacco Sow-,

.
5 I I'

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All .3 Ails Must Run Within o Day Period ,
$335 per column inch extra for Monde ISho — in, Guide/
I

I I

\

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less
Over 20 wurds $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.11 per word per day.
$335 extra for Shopper Non. Classifteda go into Shopping Uncle/
V3 013 extra for blind box ads
The pon.,net rnmntains the right to 'elect or edit

1'1 ACE 101:R LINE, M.Al)I F

City of Murray
Planning and Engineering
City Hall, 104 North 5th Street
PO. Box 1236
Murray. Kentucky 42071
(270 762-0350
Fan 1270, 762-13331
ATTN Dannetta Coasey
In order lobe considered as a qualified bidder for this project, the prospective bidder shall subirnt the following documentation to the City
1 Pnwpective bidders shall have been in the same business and operating under the same name for at least five
Si years
2 Prospective bidders shall have completed at least three i 3, projects of similaroar-and scope within the last five
5 years
3 Prospective Bidders/Contractors who have contracted with the City of Murray within or during the last five 15'
years and who have previously faded to perform the work in a satisfactory manner to the City of Murray anchor
failed to complete the project within the contract completion time, shall not be considered qualified to bid this projt
4 Provide references of at least three (3i Cities and'or Utility Commissions for which the prospective bidder has
completed similar projects over the last five 15( years

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
tor the following positions. Certified
Nursing Assistants
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Apply in person at
Bntthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOEJAAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

lir. J

INSURANCE

labpi:J>

Lou V. McGary
Does limr Policy Pay 100`i of
the Deductibles'

Limousines & Vans
"RAI"
..15:j116.

304 Maul Si11,
Murray KY 421171
1270,766-5O0U

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Ate‘FOR 51/UN
144144-387-6757

• Certified fmrers

All Occasion Transportation • Swoon s.

You are responsible tor the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $952 on Part A, $124 urn
Part B Call me for more information

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Save Money On Your
Medicare Supplement Premiums!

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you!
Apply at:
Martial Arts Amehca
1413 Olive Blvd_
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111

Call today for prennum pricer and financial
ratings for all companies uttering Medicare
Supplements in Kentucky
•Chorce of doctor'. & hospitals
•All deductibles & co-insurance fully paid
You pay nothing on Medicare approved
treatments
•No claim tiling on your part

- PREPLANNING I hillas Willonszhby
Pre- A rransernent

Avoid mtlahonart cost
Lock in price, single pay or
payment plan
Set up Pre- Iliana Frost

201 S. 3rd • Murray, FYN 42071
Irrry lisiOcs. karrn

Call Jill Stephens
or Julie Brown at

Commercial Waste
Disposal

753-1916

All Types of Refuse Service

1.800-5854033

and place N'our ad today!

5 Provide references of at least three 3n consulting engineers for which the prospective bidder has completed similar projects over the last five Si years

060
lisk Wanted

060
Help Wanted

Provide a detailed list of available equipment, which could be used on the proposed project
9 Provide a current financial statement.
10 Provide contact names, physical address, phone number,fax number and
email address,
Prospective bidders shall submit pre-qualification form and information to Murray City Hall, 104 North .5th Street.
P() Box 1236, Murray Kentucky 42071 ATTN: J L Barnett and also to GRW Engineers, 801 Corporate Drive.
Lexington. Kentucky 40503 ATTN: John Langley, Clearly mark "PREQUALIFICATION DOCUMENTATION FOR
MURRAY BIOSOLIDS REDUCTION PROJECT' on outside of the envelope Pre-qualification forms must be
received by February 23rd, 2007 at 4'00 pm 'local time( and forms submitted after this date and time will not be
considered
Upon review of the above requested information and after a determination that the prospective bidder is satisfactory to the City, the prospective bidder will be approved to purchase plans and specifications for the project, Bidders
unsatisfactory to the City shall not be provided with plans and specifications The pnispective bidders will be notified if they have been pm-qualified within 10 days from receipt of the prequalification documentation. Notification
will be made by fax or email.
The CONTRACT 00(13MENTS, consisting of Advertisement for Bids. Instructions to Bidders. Bid. Bid Bond,
Agreement, Notice of Award form, Notice to Proceed form. Construction Performance Bond, Construction Payment
Bond, Sample Certificate of Insurance form, Affidavit of Assurances form, Application for Payment form, General
Conditions, Supplemental General Condition. Change Order form. Technical Specifications. Addenda. and
Drawings. may be examined at the following locations

_L

- Builders Exchange of Louisville
2300 Meadow Drive
Ismisville, KY 40218

Western Kentucky Const :Assoc AGC
2201 McCracken Blvd
PO Box 1059 zip 42002,
Paducah, KY 42001

AG('TsIcGraw-Hill Const Dodge
1811 Cargo Court
Louisville, KY 40299

AGC/McGraw-Hill Const. Dodge
6330 Knox Industrial Drive. First Floor
St. Louis, MO 63139

(;RVS Engineers. Inc
601 Corporate Ilnve
Lexington, KY 40503

GRW Engineers, Inc.
11909 Shelbyville Road. Suite Hal
Louisville, KY 40243

C.N.A.

STEVE VIDMER

Full-time. 6AM-2PM,good working conditions,
pleasant atmosphere. Apply m person at:

General Practice of LaN Including:
BANKRUPCY ASSISTANCICHAPTERS 7 &I3
CRIMINAL DEFENSE
DIVORCE/CUSTODY
PROBATE

,1s shall he accompanied by a bid bond or a certified check in an amount equal to five percent ,5`i if the bid to
-lire the execution of the contract for which the bid is made In case the bid is nof accepted, the check or bid bond
he returned to the bidder, but if the bid us accepted and the forldtr hall refuse or neglect to enter into aeonit with the C.Ity of Murray within ten Ill/1days after the time he has been notified of the acceptance of his bid.
said check or hid bond shall be forfeited to the City of Murray as liquidated damages for the failure to do in
,ire-hid meeting will be held at the Bee Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant at 90 (' t' lowry Drive Murray
ritiicky at 10 00 a m local time on Friday, March 2nd, 2007
General Contractor is required to perform a minimum of 5401 of the project work

Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Drive
EOE

753-1752
IIIIS IS

AD\ ERI151.511 \ I

Debt Relief ft"2.en,

Termite & Pest Control

._7n liren2ory

10-28-63 - 2-5-04

Copies of the CONTRACT I3CX1MENTS May be obtained at the office ,(f (130A1 Engineers 801 Corporate Drive
Lexington, KY 40503. upon payment of 1110 for each set Payment is not refundable

NURSING HOME
ADMINISTRATOR

Lae. 011 ice of

In Memory
of
Mike Garner

Reed Const. Data-ABC Plan Rooms
628 College Street
Bowling Green, KY 42101

City of Murray
City Hall
P O. Box 1236
104 North 5th Street
Murray. KY 42071

Vt

142

270-753-241 I

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

270-753-1348
I-800-800-0742
Services
Prism

Foster Parents
Needed $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support, 24
hour cnsis intervention,
and weekly in home
support Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293

7 Furnish a list of on-going projects currently under contract along with the associated dollar amount and percentage complete for each project.

py

VISA

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY'

HM Wanted

020

20ime.
lliott
douand
nent

II I ‘ITI

t\-T \() \ W.\( I l.R(,1

II

6 Furnish an experience record of prior projects

way
Midhalf,
at a
' we
'e or
:hipugly
just
e to

a.101,xcii

753-1916

010

(4_

210
220
201

Fenn Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Freerood
laueicai
Magna NOON Lola For Sete
Mobile Horns. For SEM
Wade homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Bosinsea Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Stomps Rentals
Conenercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Lireelocir & Suppe.
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Loam

Reel Estate
Lake Property
Lots For 541.
Luta For Ram

ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

1 2
1'2
11'2
312

'avid
larks
2-3)

190
i 65
200

430
435
440
445

Mourning is not disbelieving.
Hooded eyes don't represent a faithless heart. A person can enter a cemetery Jesus — certain of life after death
and still, have a twin tower crater in the
heart. Christ did He wept, and he
knew he was ten minutes from seeing
a living Lazarus!
And his tears give you permission to
shed your own so grieve. but don't
grieve like those who don't know the
rest of this story.
- We love and ItliNS
MOM Jason. Rena,
Jackie, Daniel. April

Seeking a person for the Sales
Department. Experience in pest
control industry a plus but not
required. Applicant needs to be
energetic. outgoing, and at least 18
years of age. There are competitive
wages. benefits, and insurance.
Apply in person at
1604 State Route 121 North, Murray.
No phone calls, please.

PURCHASE FORD
is seeking 2 success oriented individuals who want to he part of a winning
team. Sales experience preferred. but
will train if you have the right skills.
to
opportunity
Excellent
$50,000+ a year plus benefits.

earn

Call for an appointment —
serious inquiries only!
(Ask /or .4/ or Ron I

bids
No bidder may withdraw his hid for a period of ninety(90,days after closing time scheduled for the receipt of

060
Help Warded

NNW

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
BELLYDANCING class
Saturday.
starts
1.00PM2/10/07.
2 30PM
8 week session: $98
Call Family Fitness
Center 761-3737

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

LOST coon dog White
with brown spots and
ears. Wearing red collar. Missing hind leg
Family pet. Name
Molly Lost in Almo &
Dexter Bottom area.
759-8281. 978-2701

DELIVERY person
needed Apply in per.
son Carpet World
13396 Hwy 641 North,
just south of Hazel

Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds 270-753-1916

(270) 247-9300

MAINTENANCE
Technician

The city of.Murray reserves the right to waive informalities and to reject any and all bids

Home
ALLIED
Capital
Mortgage
Corporation is growing We are seeking an
loan
experienced
processor. Salary plus
commission. Please
mail resume with salary
history and employment references to.
Box
Manager. PO
KY
Murray.
287,
42971. EOE
FULL time Dental
Hygienist needed for
busy office Send
Resumes and references to Po. Box
1040-J. Murray. KY
42071

National student 1-KN.'Sirtg property is now
seeking a FfT maintetechnician.
nance
Responsibilities
include but are not limited to repairs, general
upkeep and janitorial
services. Competitive
package
benefits
included. Pre-employment drug and backscreening
ground
Equal
required
Opportunity Employer
to
resumes
Send
Murray0placeproper
ties corn

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton. KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

IMMEDIATE OPENING
Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
•Minimal Hours 'Monthly Pay
Must have own automobile good driving
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week delivery In1erested persons should
come by and pick up an application at

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave
PLEA EN.PH NE ALL

VISIT WWW.MURRAYLEDGER.COM

nursing
Progressive
management
home
seeks
company
Tennessee licensed (or
license eligiblel administrator for Puryear.
facility_
Tennessee
Existing facility is being
replaced with new,
-modem senior housing
ground
campus
broken
already
Excellent pay and benefits including health.
dental and 401(k) availfax
Please
able.
resume to: (636) 5364533 or send to: Arbor
Health Care, 1795
Clarkson Road. Suite
200. Chesterfield, MO
63017. EOE
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
tor the following position Part-time RN
We offer competitive
wages and an excel:
lent benefit package
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 E0EAAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

SALES
PEOPLE
WANTED
No Overnight Travel
Salary - Bonuses
Insurance & More
Come Join The
Fastest Growing
Company Of Its
Kind In Western
Kentuc,ky.
Fax resume to
Paducah Office.
1-270-415-4406

& Chadors
CLEANING houses is
my
business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553
CLEANING is what we
do Residential or businesses
References
available Call the sis
731-498-6404
ters
270-226-9565
D's cleaning services
753-3802

CLASSIFIEDS

loony nanny
'.
r33eded lot one year
td
Noon to five,
Jesday and Thursday
u r rome only
41.t) 1.'99 to, interview
',Asters student
r144 10Se pet.
hat.y sitting and
...14,11119
1,H21

Computers
_
MAO US 9 0 iMovie
uries Apple Works
•'.1r Desktop W pnntscarifier $300
9,1 1812
MOM COMPUTERS

759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES

.11 , arr.,/

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
13",
r" 4"4"1

Funds/Inge

Domestic & CIAMows

Provincial
FRENCH
dining set table, six
chairs china cabinet
side server, $600 Oak
kitchen set table six
hutch
chairs
side
server $450 36- Sony
flatscreen $400
753-5310
210
Flmixiod

Va.)ricavic ew-witt rweasar ot

srv

14444G.

Nt440147,

SS mote tor a di iuble spot

LOVEL1NE - $10 EACH
HO Ill, Cc

1995 16x80 3BR 2BA
Must be moved
$16,000 753-5998

16x lb i-cr
blewide
glewide Call
r270; 293 5 rt.
are tl,r,
NEW
All ,'1,)06 1•1' 'dots
.1 peat deal m
, ..1 i•h
,da

c\2

ttic .utesi little\
51...lisan 8: 1St kei If 51
V. it e),01.1 hi di ci s

DOG Obedience
4362858
GOLDEN RePieyer
puppies AKC
Registered
70-227-1879
70-492-8017

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
• .

390
Livestock & Supplies

1

HORSE (DUALITY
Bermuda grass square
bales 731.514-3632

320
RENTALS

Apartments For Rent

MINI-STORAGE

Acreage

35 Acres Ar 1 2 mile of
rd front or- the corner
of hwy 80 8. 1346 87
roue, from 641 8 4
miles from Kenlake
Call 753-1323 ext 120
for details
WANTED
HUNTING LAND
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
12701978-1172

Homes For Saie
4th st

Artieiss

270-436-5496

For Sale

270-293-6906

1. 11

50 ACRES
Ly tin Guise.
485 It. road front.0,•,
city natural gas.
395 Laurence Rd

1r 1 1.

753-6611 • 753-9132

111.Hi

270-767-9111
vu %%Ann rra k apart!nun NA

I

SBO
4 BR 2 5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506

IMMEDIATE
DEBT RELIEF
We will buy your
house or take-over
your payments.
Call 761-4558,
ask for Kristin.

READ THE

'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

LIVE Oak Apts

CLASSIFIED

SECTION

DAILY!

753-3853 1
Reel Estelle

Real Estate

,

t,
BUILDING For Sale

WANTED HOUSES WITH LAND
I currently have 3 clients wishing to

188

a

803 ire
Red Oaks
Calloway County
',clonal History
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
t
`
GAMES

SOUTH
14.80 11311 .114
492 8523.

270-293-5221
lkibile Some Lots For Rent
$110 per month Nei...0 r
homes only 492 8488

1

320
Apartments For Rail

1 •

r,

Homes For Sale

RED OAKS APTS
Special
s
IIt s . Call Today'
753-8668
fIR

I 8.: bdr apts No pe's
Pave a message
•i' '53 1970
• (IR 21.•
1 1'ar
,
'"

I.
• F4.4

Premier
,ilk -in bath
h 111011th5 Old

$3,0110 0144
Paid "i6,7041
489-2145

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD

LNINS

(270) 753-1713
WHIRE POOL giass top
tru range White
O., plIgnt
r-011(1111()fl
Ac, t.hake ,ye" and
element 6
( War arm"'
'Poach/ I, go $350
it

purchase a small farm If you have a
home in Calloway County with 5 acres
or more and are wishing to sell, please
with Grey's
call Judy Denton
Properties. LLC.

tut
Ill

1

ea, MS(
,Raisahie
os I,ion're
1

•
2EIR .it
at, c
able Great
r
ea• iease
ru
0'A
.
1)
.
1(
2905
BR duplex nice
3 HA appliances fur
rushed Various loca
toe's Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex 1304
Valleywood $400
month 759-9970 of
293 1446

,

rt.+

Rooms For ;len!

h

28R near MSU C-H. A
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9696
4BR 2BA all appii
wires central H A Ask
about move in free
days Coleman RE
753 4898
IKE new 1BR apt. all
appliances Brooklyn
Dr 270-435 4382 or
leave message

L

...For Rent

I

28R house lease
deposit required
270 753 4109
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock
$750 month 759-9046
436 5258
2BR stove refrigerator
dishwasher
washer dryer hook up
CH A $550 month I
year iease 1 month
deposit No pets
753-2259 or 527-8174
IN Murray 2 Doc,
rooms stove refnger
gtor garage no pets
deposit 762 0767

460
Homes For Sale

460
Homes For Sale

•Canamalisl
•iolustril•Rmailel
Cal Dale/Woo
(270)29341192

JOE'S JOBS

Lest mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfadion guaranteed

Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.

Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your

DNJ HANDYMAN

Hill Electric;
'

Re.. Coin . & Ind
lai.ensed & Insured
- hig it small
XII

753-9562
AFFORDABLE
ionic Repair
Sagging 11.,ors to
leaking roots.
We do it
Call (...rog Collins

2113439514

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean

We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time

for.
Painting, siding roofs
decks
293-5438

753-1344 • 22-'..644
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971"

-Carpets -Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-5827
ir

& service u ork
Lit & Insured
18 us. esp.
12714492-8228
17-4664
'
ROOF
LEAKING?
Call a
professional
435-4645
THE Murray Ledger 8

Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so al
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their

FUTRELL'S Tree

Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured.
489-2839

G&T Homebuihlers
t her leasirs, Addition,
Drywall I Point% Desks, Sikes
Pressure elatrUeg & Pools

SEMI-RETIRED car
porter. Small lobs wel
corned R L Woods
753-9440

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday. Feb. 6, 2007:
You'll discover the power tit
positive thinking this year.
Though you are a strong and
assertive sign. learning to understand where others are coming
Irom might he more important
than you realize Others feel that
they can trust you. As a result,
those in your immediate circle
wilI open up even more. If you
are single. .you could meet someone quite exotic and difterent
this year If you choose to get to
know this person. relating could
he an eye-opening experience. If
you are attached. your relationship will benefit from your laidhack and positive outlook_
1.IBRA remains the key to clear
and open thinking_
I he Stars Show the Kind of
Day l'ou'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
4-13.i.itive, 3-Average, 2-So-so,
I Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Others come toward
you You might feel as if you
don 1 have many options In
some manner, others might be
dictating their terms Understand
that you can only control yourself, not them Tonight Let others do their thing
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** What you set out to
102 CROSSFIELD
accomplish might be more diffigranite
.1
;
\FA% v•sa) RI U) TO MOVE INTO! 3BR
cult than you initially anticipated
Distractions occur naturally A
tdc ,1ov,0 Illoldiritz oversized garage plus rinkh more' 5.2'5.110o
friendship might be playing a big270-752-0313
ger role in plans than you'd anticGet some
Tonight
ipated
to
NEW Construction
All Real Estate advererrands done
Commerical Prop For Rent
tised in the newspaper be completed by March
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
is soblect to the 1st 3BR 28A, large
**** Your playfulness might
01 FICE of retail space Federal Fair Housing family room master
not be as appreciated as you'd
Prime Inca bath has whirlpool gnd
Act of 1968 as amend
like Still, you'll have a good time
753-2q1•,
in
eat
shower
separate
it
makes
which
illerid
as you unleash your creativity
:93 1480
gal to advertise any kitchen covered front
Others might not need to be on
tyIng
preference, limitation, porch 1 728 sq
PROF ESSIONAL
board right now Tonight Let it all
or discnmination based feet. Pella windows.
office located on 2nd
hang out
laminate and carpet
on race. color, religion
floor at 309 N 4th St
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
sex, or national origin, flooring. 2 car garage. *** If you can work from home
Across from Judicial
or an intention to make TimberTrails subdiviBuilding Two offices.
or stay close to where you feel
sion off Robertson Rd
any such preference
wading room. full bath
comfortable, all the better An
limitation or discrimi- S 293-0139
and shower Public
discomfort
undercurrent of
nation This newspaper
and private entrances
marks your actions, conversarn
knowingly
not
will
Covered parking
tions and plans The unexpected
lloaxcries I Ws
accept any acNertising
space Approximately
plays a role as well Tonight
estate
for
is
which
real
It
625s0 $450 per
Home is your castle
law
the
Scooter
of
in
violation
2005 Vino
month plus tilstiOs
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Our readers are hereby <3,000 miles $1,100
759-3954
**** You will speak your
all 227-5759
that
informed
space
Retail-office
mind, but you might not like the
in The Place to Start
advertised
dwellings
University Square Hwy
end result Is it you or is it them'?
are
newspaper
this
641 . Twelfth Street
available on an equal Murray Ledger It T,r,r_,s You might question the results
Approx 1,300 sq ft
you are getting Although what
opportunity basis "
270 753-1498 X 110

canietitty,
vard %NITA
S.4:111,•

BACKHOE &

home. Home repairs,
roofing,
additions.
decks, floor repair 8
covenngs, siding
**FREE ESTIMATES"
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertsonOwk.net

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7534916

759-1151 • 293-2713

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.

BEBBER Flooring.
Carpet, vinyl, laminate,
hardwood and tile
293-9340

LAM
LAWN SERVICE

out garages gutters,
tunic 8. tree work.

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

753 8221

1988 Chevy pickup. 1/2
on, short wheel base,
4 3L V6, one owner,
very good condition,
with topper Call
270-759-3073

Sint.: 1986

• locally owned/operated

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. etc Insured

360
Storage Rentals

r

(Bray !lours ).1 alit. - 12 p.m.
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

`

Hot SES

Art% Local•
Any Condit'
Cash or lernis
761-110NIE
146631

270-753-8556
IUD 1-8011-545-1833 - Ext. 283

FREE

Red, nice, good car
$2,000 767-9144

11 ‘1 l's
\1 xcEmt\
• weal)& special

ADAMS ELECTRIC
Licanisa& howail

sagging floors, termite
water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

24 HOUR SUMCE

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

.allmsa‘ Garden/Esse\ Dom ns
Apartments
`1
•

.96 Lumina $2,900
.37 Grand-Am $3,900
.92 LaSabre Imt. 80k
$3.900
Jenluns Auto Sales
(2701227-5997

Used Duda

N111111,1 & 11.1.1.1%

380
Pets & Supplies

JUNK cars

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

Int:, I..

Shut infiormation. payment. and yetuler'y name and phone number to
I'll But 1048, 11urray, A )42071 or come hy the office at 1001 Whanell ..tve, Murray
hut* Cell ...-*0 a.m. and 5 00 p.m. ( wallet Jill or Julie at 1270,75349M for more information.

320
Apartments For Rent

11,I, I1A

Cheap Cars
•86 Satan $800.00

$21,000
(270)205-5752
97 Buick LeSabre

Deadline for receipt
of photos 8- love
lines is Wednesday,
February 7 at 5PM.

1 I. .-

Look

Used Cars

2006 Toyota Camry
Solara 3.000 miles.

s,“iit.ls

than

Murray

490

ESTATE Sale' Sharp
2005 Dodge Ram 1500
SLT Quad cab truck
4 7L V8. power seat,
mirrors, windows and
locks Priced to sell
$18,000 753-6660

pit.lure and no more than 15 %Olds)

Homes For Sale 1

clet

Wiehte•6441,

I no More than tut, people per

FIREWOOD for sale
$50 a rick aeliyerod
436-2619

brand
hUrneS..,..4
14.!,t T,

01142

love, i.s~

PICTURES - $12 EACH

i

L
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by Jacqueline Bigar
you say might be perfectly OK,
others could be a touch reactive
Tonight: Catch up on a friend's
news
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Suddenly, you note a possessive streak emerge. You
might want to reconsider a decision about your finances New
facts come to light that might not
be totally compatible with past
opinions and decisions. Tonight
Don't fret; just act.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** The Moon highlights
you. You might be full of energy
and good will The issue easily
might be those around you, who
could feel a touch askew.
Whether you decide to indulge
them or not is your call. Make
yourself prionty number one right
now. Tonight. What would put a
smile on your face?
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Take your time and don't
commit to anything that doesn't
feel nght. In fact, stepping back
and reconsidering your options
lust might be perfect. A loved one
or a child has excellent intentions, even if his or her actions
are a flub-up. Tonight: Take
some personal time.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Keep your eye on the big
picture, and you wont expenence a problem. Distractions and
mini-hassles could surround you
As well-intended as you are.
pleasing a family member might
be impossible right now Tonight
Head out
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Others as always look to
you for advice and change You
might want to approach a situation differently, and hit some flak
As nicely as you state your case.
others seem impervious to your
suggestion. Tonight. Do your
thing
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Events will encourage
you to take the high road. That
outlook might be the only one
you feel comfortable with. Use
special care with your finances,
as others want and ask for a lot
Learn the word no Everyone
needs boundaries -- you included
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** A partner wants to make
the call Know that you cannot
make a difference here, so you
might as well go along for the
ride Your gentle attitude could
make this relationship work
Letting someone discover the
end results of his or her actions

could be important

kbotc

C/C
LAC

Sea
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Hi years ego
Mark Kent Miller, 34, Murray, died today at 9:25 a.m. hum
injuries sustained in a two-vehicle accident on US 641 South,
one mile south of city limits of
Murray.
Gov. Paul Patton has appointed Sue J. Outland of Murray and
Virgil Gilliam of Mayfield to the
Consumers Advisory Council.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers won 71-41 over Reitiland Lady Greyhounds in a basketball game. High scorers for the
Lakers were Kiki Cunningham.
Jana Herndon and Marcie Williams
who scored 10 points each.
Murray State University Racers won 88-69 and MSU Lady
Racers won 62-52 over teams
from University of Tennessee at
Martin in basketball games. High
scorers for Murray were Vincent
Rainey and Misty Pirercall.
20 years ago
Both the Wind Ensemble and
Jazz Band I of Murray State University have been selected to perform at the Kentucky Music Educators Association Conference in
Louisville Feb. 4-7.
Bonita Hopkins, president of
Parents Against Child Abandonment. was speaker at a meeting
of the Murray-Calloway Interagency meeting.
Births reported include a girl
to Karen and Charles Hart, Jan.
29. a girl to Austin and Danny
Inman, Jan. 30:. a boy to Rita
and Wayne Washburn, a girl to
Kathy and William Jones, a boy
to Carol and Rodger Wolfe and
a boy to Cherry and Kenny Davidson, Jan. 31;1 a girl to Carla and
David Williams, Feb. I.
30 years ago
Staff Sgt. Rocky Shapla of
Murray's C Company has been
selected to represent the Paducah
Battalion in the annual Century
Man of the Year competition in
the 100th Army Reserve Division.

Published are a picture and
feature story about Julius Cooper and his talent of making grandfather clocks. The story and photo
were by Staff Wnter and Photographer.David Hill.
Mrs. George Hart will speak
and show slides of her travels at
a meeting of the Calloway County Retired Teachers Association
to be Feb. 7 at Ellis Community Center.
Kathy Ann Rogers and William
G. Wilson Jr. were married Dec.
28 at First Baptist Church, Murray.
40 years ago
Two Murray boys, Steve Knight
and Edwin Schmidt, were presented their Eagle badges in a
court of honor held by Boy Scout
Troop 77. Murray Mayor Holmes
Ellis made the presentation.
Congressman Frank Albert
Stubblefield of Murray has been
appointed chairman of the Dairy
and Poultry sub-committee of the
House Committee on Agriculture.
An average of $40.52 per hundred weight was reported for the
sale of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market, according to 011ie
Barnett. tobacco market reporter.
50 years ago
The opening session of Calloway County Circuit Court opened
this morning with Judge H.H.
Lovett presiding.
Six members of the Murray
Training School Orchestra have
been selected to chairs- in the
Kentucky All-State Orchestra. They
are John Darnall, Woody Hemdon, Anita McDougal, Carolyn
Wood, Michael McCasey and Ronnie Moubray.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
.Mis7-jack London, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles H. Thompson,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Scott.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Eddie Wilson and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Hants.
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Desk photo of stillborn baby Black cohosh worth a try
creates awkward office issue for menopause symptoms
DEAR ABBY: I am writing on behalf of my friends
at work. We have a co-worker, *Madge,* who had a stillborn baby last year. It was
tragic. Our problem is. she
keeps a photo of the deceased
infant with its little eyes sewn
shut on her
desk in plain
view, so that
if we must
interact with
her(we have
open
an
cubicle layout) we have
to see it.
this
Is
Dear Abby
appropriate?
Ninety perBy Abigail
cent of the
Van Buren
employees
here are yeomen. Most are
appalled. Others say, "Welt
it's all she has."
Madge is expecting again,
and we are rooting for her
and the baby. However, in
addition to all this, she is mean
and gossipy. Madge tells everyone what to do and how to
do it -- which is not in her
job description. I hope that
when the baby arrives she will
soften and not be so bitter.
But. Abby, how on earth do
we blow off that photo? -APPALLED IN THE MIDWEST
DEAR APPALLED: While
a person's desktop is usually
private territory. I agree that
the photograph you describe
is inappropriate in an office
environment. Because Madge

TodayIrdlistory
By The Associated Press
Today is .Monday. Feb. 5. the
36th day of 2007. There are 329
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 5. 1937, President
proposed
Roosevelt
Franklin
increasing the number of justices
on the U.S. Supreme Court; critics accused Roosevelt of attempting to "pack" the high court.
On this date:
In 1631, the founder of Rhode
Island. Roger Williams, and his

In 1917. Congress passed. over
President Wilson's veto, an inunigration act severely curtailing the
influx of Asians.
In 1917. Mexico's constitution
was adopted.
In 1940, Glenn Miller and his
orchestra recorded "Tuxedo Junction" for RCA Victor's "Bluebird"
label.
In 1967,'The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour- premiered on
CBS TV.
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Declarer nest led a club to the ace
and finessed the jack on the way
back, losing to the queen. Rosenberg
returned a club for Bates to ruff for
the defense's sixth trick, and Bates
had another trump trick coming for
.
down three --- 800 points.
The net score of 690 points
resulted in a I2-IMP pickup for the
Arnencans, giving them a lead they
never relinquished.

Tomorrow: Asleep at the switch.
C2007 King features SynicKesie
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The Americans trailed by a narrow
margin when the deal arose, but a
Polish pair, consistent with the
team's aggressive style, pushed their
luck and suffered a heavy loss.
At the first table, the bidding went
as shown. Poland's Adam Zmudzinski opened the West hand with one
heart and played it right there, Making eight tricks, after Lew Stansby of
the L.S. elected not to act over one
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DEAR EATING SINGLE:
I am frequently asked by members of both sexes where to
meet someone eligible. You
have offered a good suggestion, and although romance is
not usually on the menu in
such establishments, with
Valentine's Day approaching.
I am pleased to pass this along.

ights
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ture of her stillborn baby close,
it should be kept in her purse
with other family photos, or
in her desk drawer.
How very sad that poor
woman must be. The person
who should deal with this delicate problem is the boss or
the supervisor.

•••

wife arrived in Boston from England.
In 1783, Sweden recognized
the independence of the United
States.
In 1887, Verdi's opera "Otello" premiered at La Scala.
In 1897, the Indiana House of
Representatives passed. 67-0, a
measure redefining the method for
determining the area of a circle.
which included altering the value
of pi. (The bill died in the Indiana Senate.)
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If you are a man having
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
writing about the man who menopause symptoms, please
had problems with menopause give black cohosh a try and
symptoms after the removal of let me know whether it works
his testicles. I was thrown into for you.
To give you related informenopause from shock and took
hormones for 30 years and mation. I am sending you a
didn't like copy of my Health Report
side "Menopause." Other readers
the
I who would like a copy should
effects.
still have hot send a long, self-addressed,
flashes and stamped envelope and $2 to
DEAR ABBY: How do I
control them Newsletter, PO Box 167, Wickovercome my insecurity issues?
with black liffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure
I have been insecure all my
I to mention the title.
cohosh.
life. I have always felt fat,
thought
ugly, unacceptable and worthDEAR DR. GOTT: When
maybe he
less (among other things).
could find my son began to grow breasts.
A couple of years ago. I
Dr. Gott some relief I did some research and found
appeared on a popular reality
this out he was probably lacking
with
makeover television show. I
By
herb, which in the B vitamins. I gave him
thought it would solve everyDr. Peter Gott American a B-complex vitamin supplething, but inside I am still all
messed up. How do I get past Indian women used way before ment daily, and he went back
white women had relief of any to looking like a boy. I feel
all my past hurts and move
kind_ The treatment was suc- my solution was sane, as it
on to a healthy, less stressful
relieved the child of embarcessful.
life? -- STILL HURTING IN
The one I use has 300 mil- rassment and possible future
CALIFORNIA
DEAR STILL HURTING: ligrams black cohosh root and surgery.
When people feel fat, ugly, 60 milligrams black cohosh root
DEAR READER: That's
unacceptable and worthless extract. It's very easy to buy
at any drug store or health- an interesting solution that is
(among other things), it often
new to me. Thank you for
food store.
goes back to the way they
I hope that this might be writing.
were brought up -- and lack
To give you related inforof support from their parents. of some help to the man,
because hot flashes aren't a mation, I am sending you a
You can heal what is hurting
death sentence. They are very copy of my Health Report
you, but you must recognize
that, unlike plastic surgery, annoying and probably embar- "Vitamins and Minerals." Other
there are no "quick fixes" for rassing for a man, although I readers who would like a copy
have known some men that I should send a long, selfwhat ails you.
would have wished them on! addressed, stamped envelope
You will find the answers
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
you are seeking by consulting
DEAR READER: Black 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
a licensed, experienced psycohosh has not been shown in sure to mention the title.
chotherapist. I hope you will
testing to be a particularly sucask your physician for a referDoctor Gott is a practicral as soon as you finish this cessful remedy for menopause
in women. I am not aware of ing physician and the author
letter. You have a right to be
its effects on men. However, of the new book "Dr. Gott's
happy, so please don't put it
as far I know, it is a harm- No Flour, No Sugar Diet,"
off.
less herbal remedy and, since available at most chain and
it has helped you. I won't independent bookstores.
argue with success.
DEAR ABBY: I feel like
I have struck gold. Please tell
your female readers, if they
are over 40 and looking for a
man, to head to their local
diner for breakfast. Last week
heart with the balanced 13-point
sowildealer.
North hand.
I found myself to be one of Both sides vulnerable.
At the second table, however, the
NORTH
only two women (and she was
bidding was markedly different:
46 K 7 5 2
with her husband) out of 15
East North
West
South
Q64
Pass
people eating breakfast. ApparDble
1 IP
Pass
•K 2
Pass
Pass
2 10
2•
•-\ 64
ently, men meet weekly for
[Mile
3•
Pass
3+
EAST
WEST
breakfast.
(;awrys
Here Poland's Piotr
•Q 3
4lA 10 So
I'm sure if women made a
chose to double one heart, inducing
iv 8
in 5 3
IP A
habit of going to the restaupartner, Krtysztof Lasocki, to
his
4
:5
7
•Q 98
•-+1095
make two bids with the South hand.
4•Q 3 2
rant, the waitresses would get
When Gawrys e%entually took a
SOILIH
to know them and would be
preference to three diamonds, Last
49 4
thrilled to introduce them to
97
Roger Bates, applied the ax
some of the single men who
West, Michael Rosenberg, started
•A It)6 3
with the K-A of hearts — East discome in. Women love to play
4K .1 87
and then led the
carding a club
rhe bidding:
Cupid.
tack, ruffed by Bates. Rosenberg
East
North
West
South
Also, be sure to sit at the
e shill with
es
i4
won the queen-of- t•s
Pass
Pass
I V
Pass
counter. It's easier to approach
heart live
the ace and retume
Pa',
Lasocki would have one better to
someone sitting at the countThis deal occurred during the discard from dummy, but when he
er than someone sitting in a
the ruffed with the jack. Bates overruffed
booth. -- EATING SINGLE fourth-quarter surge that helped win
with the queen, which was overUnited States overtake Poland to
BUT NOT ALONE IN OHIO
the 1994 World Team Championship. ruffed by the ace.
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Super Bowl ad spots
dreamed up by amateurs
coaches in the game are black, and at least
NEW YORK (API -- Along with the trademark Clydesdales, talking animals and high- one other spot also highlighted Black History
Month.
end computer graphics, there was a new entry
Some of the uses of humor didn't resonate
this year in the annual showdown of advertisWell
with
experts.
ers in the Super Bowl:
Stephen Greyser, a proamateurs _
fessor at Harvard BusiStarting in the first
ness School specializquarter, a goofy spot
ing in communications
for Dontos showing a
and the business of
hapless driver distractsports, said the rocked by a pretty woman
throwing
by
spot
passing by marked the
Anheuser-Busch Cos.'
first tunic a purely 41114Bud Light was "attenteur -created ad aired
tion-getting" but also
during the Super Bowl.
"had a nasty character
Frito-Lay. the PepsiCo
to it"
Inc. di s ision that makes
Bud Light, which
Dontos, ran an online
often swings for the
competition to pick the
fences with wacky jabs
winning spot
at humor, scored betKatie Crabh. a freshter with Greyser with
Mail at the University
a different spot showPit Wisconsin at Stevens
ing an auctioneer sayPoint, was the winner
ing wedding vows at
of a separate contest
speed.
hyper-fast
Motors
4 ieneral
by
Greyser said that spot
Corp. and had her idea
had a much broader
tor an ad niade into realappeal.
ity by Chevrolet's marThe job-search comketing di'. ision
pany
CareerBuilder
Despite bring made
ditched its longtime
by a new p. oilier, that ad
pitchoffice-monkey
was true it. the tradimen of years past in
tion .11 using oddball
favor of a jungle comhumor in Super Bowl
bat scene among office
ads. show rug a numAP workers, where office
ber ot men stripping
become
It their shirts - and In this handout photo released by Nationwide, supplies
some other articles pit Kevin Federtine is seen in a clip from the weapons_ Think of"Oil.lothing
at the sight Nationwide Super Bowl Ad "Life Comes at You ben- meets "Lord of the
Flies.put a new Chevy MIR
Fast."
Tim Calkins, a martolling down the street.
keting professor at the
were
gags
Sight
Kellogg School of Management at Northwestback. including one from Bud Light early in
ciii iniversity who runs a panel of students
rhe game showing a rather unusual tactic tor
to rate the ads, called this year's batch a
throwing an
winning at rock-paper-scissors
-mixed bag,- saying advertisers were "being
actual rtx.1 at the head of your opponent The
sate.- with no one "pushing the edge of either
gag wasn't completely new, however. since last
creativity or taste."
sear Sprint Nextel Corp featured a phone with
An ad early in the game for Blockbuster
which turned out to be
.1 -crime deterrentInc. with computer animations of animals trythrow I ng the phone at someone's head
ing to push. click and --- ouch --- drag an
[TAIL'. Corp combined a sight gag with
actual mouse resonated well with members of
.mother tiadernark of big ticket Super Bowl
his panel, who said it was creative and also
Tot,. I.tnc
omputer graphics, with an otherdelivered the company's message.
worlds ad showing an office worker drifting
The panel found a spot by King Pharmaspace Iti)rn the world's first office on
ceuticals Inc. showing a guy dressed up in a
the moon. only to he clobbered by a passing
giant red heart costume "puzzling.- while tiarrnin
meteor
International Inc 's oddball spot with a showA lot is riding on the ads, and not Just
III"., .iii'.( CBS Corp is charging as much as down between a superhero-like character and
a n:onster made from maps was deemed "hard
I. million tot a ii-sciond spot during the
It follow
game
Later in the game, Bud Light won laughs
was hack m the game after
( •4, a(
with a spot showing a guy clearly losing points
.1 long absence. taking on it.. rival Pepsi with
with his girlfriend by wanting to pick up a
a number of creative ads, including an homhitchhiker on a dark road, despite the fact that
age to Black History Month with an understathe's carrying an axe, Everything turns out fine
ed ad showing the changing shapes of Coke
Icibttles over time as milestones in black histoafter the hitchhiker reassures the man that it's
actually lust a bottle opener.
iy appeared alongside. That ad referred inchiectly to' the tact that, for the first time, both
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